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CATEGORY A ~ COLLECTABLES
Lot
A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7
A8

A9

A10

Lot Description
Star Mb Stock/Holster
Detachable shoulder stock/holster for 9mm Star Mb model pistol, allowing it to be used
as a hand carbine. Very good condition.
Broomhandle Mauser Stock/Holster
Detachable shoulder stock for the 7,63mm Mauser pistol. Mauser logo to reverse side
of stock, includes leather holster encompassing stock. One of the straps on the holster
need attention otherwise good plus overall.
.450 No 2 Musket Cases x 28 & Bullets x 95
Cast lead bullets .459 dia .400gr Bushveld brand bullets and twenty-eight No 2 musket
cases.
Tommy Gun Leather Bag
Very good overall condition. Very rare. As used on the Harley-Davidson motorcycles
and also the Willy's Jeep. Good quality leather & well maintained.
Para-Ordnance Magazines x 2
Two double stack magazines for the Para-Ordinance P23 compact pistol. Calibre
45acp. One blued, one nickel plated. Excellent condition.
Deact - 7,62x39mm Yugoslav M72 LMG
Original Yugoslav M72 light machine gun, deactivated to modern spec with moving
operating parts. The M72 is a Yugoslav copy of the Soviet RPK LMG, Complete with
magazine, integral bipod and cleaning rod. Very neatly done and all in excellent, as new
condition.
.177 Gecado Mod 27 Air Rifle
Made in Germany. Very good original condition.
Western Rig Sheriffs Holster/Belt Rig
For size 34 waist, holster for 38/.357mag/.45colt 4" single action revolver. One for the
cowboy action shooters.
German South West African WW1 Bandolier
"Kaiserliche Schutztruppen" KS Gew98 bandolier captured by South African forces
in the 1914/15 German Southwest campaign. Subsequently used to take the
6,5x58mm round as used by SA forces in campaign. Includes Portuguese Mauser
bayonet.
Eastern Sudan Inlo Gritrea
"X" hilted, curved Bedja dagger as used by "Fuzzy Wuzzy" Hadenda warriors of the
Sudan.
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Estimate
R 2500.00

R 4500.00

R 1350.00

R 6000.00

R 500.00

R 4500.00

R 1450.00
R 500.00

R 8000.00

R 3000.00
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Anschutz Dioptre Sights
In factory box. Suitable for either air rifle or .22 use. Includes rubber eye protector,
tunnel foresight and number of spare inserts for front sight use. Condition as new.
Antique Adjustable Measure Powder Flasks x 16
All have decorative copper panels, featuring horses, deer, flowers, leaves etc. They
have adjustable measures and are by Hawksley, Dickson and others. Three of them
have springs which need replacing, balance of flasks all in good working order and in
good original condition.
Antique Powder Flasks x 9
Persian/Middle Eastern Flasks x 5
Ornately engraved silver example with birds head spout.
Engraved example of brass and iron.
Engraved German silver example with missing head.
Iron example with gold inlaid "swans" head.
17th Century iron match lock priming flask with cutter and picker.
Horn Flasks x 4
Flattened horn with adjustable measure and brass top and bottom mounts.
Stag horn flask with engraving of wolf & hare to side, deer stag to center and floral
surrounds possibly Carpathian.
Large flattened horn flask with adjustable measure and brass mounts.
Flattened horn pistol flask with German silver mounts, filling cap and ornate fittings.

R 2500.00

Antique Pistol Powder Flasks x 16
"Dixon" flask for powder and balls. 1830-33.
Four by fixed measure flasks.
Ten adjustable measure flasks including "Colts Pocket" flask by "Dixon".
"Barlow" cloth covered adjustable measure flask.
Flasks are all in good original condition,
Antique Adjustable Measure Flasks x 15
Eight by plain bodied flasks.
Three by leather covered flasks.
Four by Ornate Panel flasks.
All in good original condition.
Mixed Antique Flasks x 12
Three leather shot flasks with adjustable measures.
Two by oval horn flasks, one with tilting spout.
One D Egg patented steel bodied sloping charger flask
Three pocket chargers oval section.
Two Steel bodied
One brass bodied
All in good original condition.

R 5000.00

Antique Powder Flasks/Containers x 13
Three red vintage BP containers
Two black vintage BP containers
Two rectangular BP containers, one of which is modern.
Six adjustable flasks, all of which are split at the seams and require attention.

R 2500.00

R 3750.00

R 3750.00

R 3750.00

R 3750.00

CATEGORY B ~ MUZZLELOADERS
Lot
B1
B2

Lot Description
No Item
No Item
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B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

B8

B9

B10

B11

16ga J Blanche Percussion S/S Shotgun - Cased
Brass cornered oak case with Blanch label to blue velvet lining. Re-browned 28,5"
Damascus barrels with gold inlaid "J. Blanch London" to rib. Fully engraved backaction sidelocks, German silver trigger guard with game scene engraving, engraved
German silver butt plate and fore-end tip. Cased accessories include original Hawksley
oil bottle, tin of percussion caps by Joyce, leather Hawksley shot flask with settings for
1, 11/8 & 11/4 oz with silver escutcheon to leather body. Leather bound Hawksley
powder flask with silver mounts graduated for 21/4 to 3 Drams, also with silver
escutcheon to leather body. Spring vice for dismantling locks, ivory container with
screw-off lid and wooden handled, brass powder & shot measures/scoops by
Hawksley. Clean bores, gun & accessories all in particularly good condition. It is very
seldom that a gun of this quality & condition comes onto the market, complete with all
accessories.
13ga Chas Fisher Percussion S/S - Cased
Brass bound mahogany case with faded "Charles Fisher" label to lid. Re-browned
28,5" heavy walled barrels for ball use to straight hand walnut stock with bar action
locks. Locks marked "Chas.Fisher London", Extensive engraving to locks, hammer &
tang. Accessories include leather bound Dixon powder flask with silver mounts
graduated from 21/4 to 3 drams, a tin of Joyce F4 No. 25 percussion caps, a brass oil
bottle & ebony handled nipple wrench. Some light surface pitting to bores and some
loss of definition to engraving & markings, otherwise good overall condition.

R 65000.00

Flintlock Bobbejaanboud Type Sporting Rifle
Octagonal to round 45,75" Sterloop smooth bore barrel, full length stock with ram rod,
lock marked "H Nock", lock plate appears to have been re-coloured. Semi
bobbejaanboud type stock with chequered straight wrist to it. Double set trigger, brass
trigger guard and engraved brass butt plate. Good to good plus condition.
6ga J.S.F. Botha Percussion Rifle
A typical big game rifle of the settler era. Octagonal barrel of 28" with attractive
Damascus pattern to it and marked to "J.S.F. Botha Cape Town". Under rib with ram
rod in place, four leaf rear sight, lock marked to "J.S.F. Botha". German silver nose
cap to fore end, chequered straight wrist, steel butt plate. Gun is in good plus
refurbished condition and is also a good shooter. Balls available with the gun.

R 11500.00

Tower 1857 Percussion Carbine
Lock marked "Crown VR 1857 Tower", full stocked 21" barrel with captive ram rod
and leather sling, brass tacks fitted to butt. Fair to good condition.
Percussion Patt 1853 Rifle
Pattern 1853 rifle .577 calibre with 39" barrel complete with clearing rod, lock marked
"Crown VR 1857 Tower", military inspection stamps to barrel, silver grey colour
overall. Good working order.
Brown Bess Flintlock
Lock marked "Tower & Crown over GR", full length stock of 39,5" includes ram rod,
brass mounts to stock, silver grey finish to barrel and lock. Good to good plus condition.

R 1950.00

12ga Manton & 10ga Hollis & Sons Percussion Shotguns
12ga Manton Sporting shotgun needs considerable attention. Fair condition. 10ga I
Hollis & Sons shotgun - 30" barrel, under rib with two loose rings to it and ram rod, lock
plated marked to "I Hollis & Sons", straight grip stock with chequered wrist, reblued
and refinished metal work good condition.
Flintlock Carbines x 2
First - "Tower" marked India pattern carbine with 32" barrel, action incomplete. Fair
condition. Second - "Tower" marked carbine with 21" barrel, cock missing, fair
condition.

R 3500.00
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R 50000.00

R 17500.00

R 2850.00

R 3750.00

R 2500.00
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B12

B13

B14

B15

B16

B17

B18

B19

European Percussion Pistol
Octagonal 7" barrel of .61 calibre, ornate fore end cap, floral engraved back action
sidelock, ornate grip cap to ribbed handle, trigger guard has crack to it, hammer action
could do with some attention otherwise good.
Flintlock Pocket Pistol
Brass frame and barrel with steel frizzen and cock which is missing. Bird engraving to
sides of action, chip to chequered wooden grip, intercepting safety missing. Fair
condition.
Brass Barrelled Flintlock Pistol
Smooth bore brass barrel of 7,5", brass nose cap and ram rod to pistol, wooden stock
shows some erosion to area along side cock. Good working order.
Percussion Pocket Pistol
Turn off barrel pistol, action marked "Holland & Warrington", 2,4" barrel, folding
trigger, intercepting safety to hammer, hallmarked silver grip cap. Overall good
condition.
Percussion Pocket Pistol & Bayonet
Trigger guard activated bayonet release to turn off barrel, centrally mounted hammer
with "Young" to midst of engraving, intercepting safety to hammer, deep grooved
rifling. Good overall condition.
Flintlock Pistol - Repro
Octagonal .575 barrel of 10,5" marked "Hamilton Mold", "Hamilton" also engraved to
lock plate, chequered wooden grip, British proofed. A more recent repro target pistol.
Good working order.
.36 Siber A Lausanne Percussion Pistol - Cased
Early repro with engraved lock marked to "Hege Ubrlingen", octagonal canon type
barrel marked to "Siber A. Lausanne". Wrap around chequering to grip, ornate trigger
guard. Good original condition.
.45 Handmade Pistol - Cased
In dark wood fitted case. Pistol made by "Earl W Smith". Octagonal 7,5" barrel with
steel fittings to pistol, includes tin of Eley percussion caps, ram rod, and wooden
powder flask. Good plus condition.

R 1950.00

R 1950.00

R 4500.00

R 2950.00

R 3250.00

R 4500.00

R 4250.00

R 2950.00

CATEGORY C ~ EDGED WEAPONS
Lot
C1
C2
C3

Lot Description
No Item
No Item
Martini Henry Pat 1887 Mk III Bayonet
Unfullered 467mm blade, rhs of ricasso stamped "EFD" & addorsed arrows signifying
official disposal, lhs of ricasso stamped 8-99", the top mount on the scabbard has what
could be Nepalese script to it signifying eastern issue. Chequered black leather grips
with two steel rivets. Overall good original condition.

C4

Martini Henry Patt 1887 Mk 1 Bayonet
Sabre blade of 467mm fullered on both sides, chequered black leather grips with four
steel rivets, the pommel with transverse drain hole. Rhs of ricasso is "Broad Arrow
stamped with WD" and inspection marks below it, lhs of ricasso marked "Crown VR87". Black leather scabbard with steel mounts. Bayonet has worn leather grips
otherwise good original condition.
Martini Henry Model 1874 Patt 1887 Mk III Bayonet
Unfullered 467mm blade with lhs of ricasso stamped "Crown VR 89 Wilkinson Sword
Co London", rhs of ricasso is "Broad Arrow and WD stamped". Black leather grips
with two steel rivets, scabbard with black leather body and steel mounts. Approved for
use June 1889. Some light pitting to blade, overall good condition.

C5
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Estimate

R 1750.00

R 1750.00

R 1750.00
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C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

C12

C13

C14

C15

C16

Model 1837 Brunswick Rifle Sword Bayonet
Saber blade of 545mm with a swelling near the point and with a narrow central fuller,
ricasso struck with "VR under Crown & Enfield 1846". Brass hilt and cross guard with
two quillions, steel locking ring to the right side of the grip with press catch to the left.
Scabbard missing. Good plus original condition.
British Pat 1888 Mk 1 2nd Type Bayonet
For the .303 Lee-Metford and "Long Lee" service rifles. "CG" Cape Govt." ownership
stamp to hilt, double brass rivets with oil hole to wooden scales. Ricasso stamped
"Crown VR 7-98" and "EFD" with both WD ownership and disposal stamps. Good
plus condition.
British Lee Enfield Patt 1888 Mk III Bayonet
For the .303 "Long Lee" service rifle. Disposal stamp & unit marking of "D 12 3DMR
29" to hilt, double brass rivets to wooden scales. Ricasso stamped "Crown ER 5-02"
and "Mole" with both WD ownership and disposal stamps to opposite side. Good plus
condition.
Patt 1888 "SAR" Bayonet
South African made variant of the Patt.1888 bayonet, produced in the S.A. Railways
workshops. Bayonet is relatively crudely finished with forging/machining marks still
evident to blade. Steel top mount and chape do not fit well as British made variants do.
Walnut grips secured by two screws with nuts. Hilt marked "92" & "Broad Arrow
within U". Kakhi camo paint to top mount. Some light surface pitting/scratches to hilt,
small chip out of wooden grips, rest good.
British .303 Patt 1903 Bayonet For S.M.L.E Rifle
Double edged knife blade of 305mm, lhs of ricasso marked "Crown ER 1903 9/07"
manufactured by Wilkinson. Hilt displays some light pitting to it and stamped "R.E 37".
Black leather scabbard and leather frog. Overall good original condition.

R 2250.00

Lee Enfield Patt 1903 Bayonet
For S.M.L.E. rifle Double-edged knife blade similar to Patt. 1888. LHS of ricasso
marked "Crown E.R. 1903 & 4 07". RHS of ricasso marked with broad arrow
ownership stamp and addorsed arrow disposal stamps. Addorsed arrow disposal
stamp to hilt. Brown leather scabbard, steel top mount without frog stud, small steel
chape. All in excellent original condition.
India Patt 1903 Bayonet
For S.M.L.E. rifle No.1 Mk3. Blade of 305mm without fullers, with a false edge, heavily
blued. LHS of ricasso stamped "G.R.I under a crown/ Mk 11*/ 10 44/ R.F.I." Leather
scabbard with 1907 type mounts. Made in India from 1944 onwards with simplified hilt
with square sided grips & squared pommel. Very good plus condition.

R 1200.00

Wilkinson Lee Enfield Patt 1907 Bayonet
For British .303 S.M.L.E rifle. Includes leather frog. "C.G." markings to earlier pattern
frog. Blued blade with ricasso marked "Crown V.R. 1907 6 15 Sanderson". All in very
good condition.
Lee Enfield Pat 1907 Lithgow Australian Bayonet
For the .303 S.M.L.E. rifle. Australian made variant. Ricasso stamped "MA 1907 4/42"
with WD ownership & disposal marks to opposite side, including further "MA" marking.
"UDF" ownership stamp to ricasso. Good condition.
Sanderson Patt 1907 Bayonet
For British .303 S.M.L.E rifle. Includes leather frog. "C.G." markings to earlier pattern
frog. Blued blade with ricasso marked "Crown G.R. 1907 6 15 Sanderson". All in very
good condition.
Remington Patt 1913 Bayonet
For .303 P-14 service rifle. Typical double groove marking to wooden scales. Ricasso
marked "1913 1-17 Remington" with inspectors stamp to opposite side. Good to good
plus condition.
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R 1200.00

R 1200.00

R 3500.00

R 1100.00

R 1200.00

R 950.00

R 1200.00

R 1000.00

R 1750.00
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C17

C18

C19

C20

C21

C22

C23

C24

British .303 No 5 Mk I 2nd Pattern Bayonet
Lhs of ricasso stamped "RFI" indicating Rifle Factory Ishapore manufacture. Wooden
grips secured by two screw bolts, bowie blade of 204mm fullered. All steel scabbard.
Blade is in excellent original condition, scabbard reblued.
.303 Patt 1888 Mk II Bayonet
Includes leather frog. Ricasso has WD broad arrow & "Wilkinson London" markings
to it. Two brass rivets securing grips. "P.S.23" marking to pommel. Broad arrow and
inspection stamps to scabbard. All good to good plus condition.
British P1907 Bayonet by Vickers
For British .303 S.M.L.E rifle. Particularly scarce variant. Only 10 000 Patt. 1907
bayonets were made by Vickers. Blued blade with ricasso marked "Crown G.R. 1907 7
18 Vickers". Various inspection stamps to opposite side of ricasso including WD
ownership broad arrow ownership & disposal marks. Good to good plus condition.
Beaumont Mod 1871 1st Patt Bayonet
Cruciform blade of 515mm, two part locking ring with two screws, no scabbard. Good
original condition.
Netherlands M1895 Mannlicher Carbine Cavalry Bayonet
Double edged blade of 251mm with ricasso marked "Hembrug". Bayonet has a
wooden grip held by two steel rivets, back of the nearly octagonal pommel slightly
concaved, serial number to cross guard, scabbard of brown leather with a permanently
attached belt frog and retaining strap. Good to good plus condition.
Mannlicher Rifle 2nd Model Bayonet
T-backed blade of 360mm with double edged point, lhs of ricasso marked with pair of
scales between letters "A & C" (Alexander Coppel Solingen Germany). Wood grips
secured by two steel rivets, scabbard of brown leather with the permanently attached
belt frog and retaining strap, scabbard tip reinforced with finial. The 2nd model bayonet
made for the Dutch Mannlicher rifle. Good original condition.

R 2750.00

R 1250.00

R 2750.00

R 650.00

R 1000.00

R 750.00

Mannlicher 1895 1st Model Bayonet
T-back blade of 360mm, double edged point, lhs of ricasso stamped with makers mark
"WG" , wood grips secured by two steel rivets with muzzle ring and swept forward
quillion, right side of cross guard struck with serial number, scabbard of brown leather
with a permanently attached belt frog and retaining strap, scabbard tip re-enforced with
a steel finial. Good plus original condition.
Hungarian Gendarmerie Mod 1895 Mannlicher Bayonet
Blade from a Model 1854 (Laurentz Socket Bayonet) of 460mm, wood grips held by two
rivets, cross guard with muzzle ring, the left side of cross guard stamped "CS 7988".
All steel scabbard with long frog stud and finial painted black. Fair to good condition.

R 750.00

R 1500.00

C25

Netherlands KCB 70M1 Mod 63 Stoner Bayonet
Parkerized Bowie type 175mm blade, the hilt is a one piece marine plastic grip,
scabbard green plastic body with parkerized steel top mount and tip. The KCB-70M1 is
a combination of a fighting knife, bayonet and wire cutter. Good plus original condition.

R 1250.00

C26

Chassepot Mod 1866 Rifle Bayonet
Matching numbers to scabbard and bayonet. Fullered Yataghan blade of 575mm with
inspection stamps to ricasso. Brass hilt, short spring to right of grip, steel cross guard
with muzzle ring and adjustment screw, quillion with finial. Back of blade marked to
manufacturer "St Etienne 1870". Steel scabbard with loop and finial. Some wear to
blued finish on scabbard which is now an overall grey colour otherwise good original
condition.
Mauser "KS" Bayonet
Fullered blade with sawback, with 19 saw teeth, rhs of ricasso stamped "crown over
ERFURT". Scarce variant with reddish composition grips, cross guard with swept back
quillion and birds head pommel, blued steel scabbard with frog stud and finial. Good
condition.

R 1400.00

C27
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R 2250.00
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C28

C29

C30

C31

C32

C33

C34

C35

C36

C37

German Mauser Kurzes Seitengewehr Mod 1898 Bayonet
Fullered blade of 252mm with 19 sawback teeth. Ricasso marked "crown over
ERFURT", wooden grips secured by two screw bolts, birds head pommel and reversed
quillion, steel scabbard, leather frog, wooden grip has a chip where bolt secures it, rest
of bayonet good condition.
German Tax Office KS 98 Bayonet
Fullered polished blade of 261mm with "Alexander Coppel Solingen" marks to
ricasso, reversed quillion has "RFV" markings to it, chequered composition material
grips, birds head pommel, steel scabbard with leather frog. Blade and bayonet are in
good plus condition, frog shows some wear. Very scarce bayonet.
Mauser "KS" Bayonet
Fullered blade of 252mm with 19 sawback teeth, chequered black leather grips, birds
head pommel, both cross guard and steel scabbard carry matching numbers
"KS10521" markings indicating bayonet was issued to the Kaiserliche Schutstruppen
colonial forces in German South West. Good original condition.
Mauser S1898 aA sawback Bayonet
Saber blade of 520mm with fullers on both sides, sawback with 28 double teeth, the
right side of ricasso struck "ERFURT under Crown", brightly polished, one piece
wooden grip with eight oblique grooves secured by two screws, 2nd model all steel
scabbard with frog stud and finial. Scarce. Good original condition.
German Mauser Mod S98 N-A New Model Bayonet
Sabre blade of 520mm, fullered with swelling point, the right side of ricasso struck with
"Simpson & Co Trademark", brightly polished, hilt of two piece wood grips with nine
oblique grooves, secured by two screws, cross guard with short quillion, steel plate
behind the cross guard, all metal parts brightly polished, leather frog with brightly
polished top mount and chape. Excellent original condition.
Mauser S98 Neuer Art Bayonet
Sabre blade of 520mm, fullered with swelling point, the rhs of ricasso struck "W.K &
Cie Solingen", polished blade, hilt of two piece wood grips with nine oblique grooves,
secured by two screw, all metal scabbard with frog stud and finial. This is the second
version of the Model 1898 Neuer Art bayonet. Good original condition.

R 1750.00

German SG Model 1898 n/A Bayonet
Fullered blade shortened from original 520mm to 249mm, rhs of ricasso marked "C G
Haenel Suhl", wood grips with oblique grooves, secured by two screws with nuts,
cross guard with swept back quillion, leather scabbard with steel mounts. Fair to good
condition.
German Mauser 98/05 Bayonet - Henckles
Shortened butcher blade of 251mm with "? Werke Bielefled" markings to ricasso,
reversed quillion, wood grips with oblique grooves secured by two screws with nuts,
steel scabbard. Fair condition.
German Mauser M1898 Carbine Bayonet
Knife blade of 362mm, lhs of ricasso struck with "G" (in script) in blue like circle
indicating manufacture by Gottsho Berlin. This model 1915 was originally manufactured
for export, but during WW1 it was issued to regular German units. One piece wooden
grip secured by two screws, cross piece with swept back finial, all steel scabbard with
some dents to it, leather frog. Fair to good condition.
German Mauser Gew 98 1st Patt Sawback Bayonet
Sabre blade, fullered with sawback, rhs of ricasso struck "ERFURT under crown",
back of blade struck with inspection mark and "Crowned letter W over 17", hilt has
wood grips with oblique grooves, secured by two screws with nuts, cross guard with
swept back quillion is marked "BRP III 1.21". This is the Seitengewehr 98/05 alter art
old pattern pioneer model. Steel scabbard, leather frog. Good original condition.

R 1450.00
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R 2500.00

R 2250.00

R 1850.00

R 1850.00

R 1650.00

R 1450.00

R 1500.00

R 1800.00
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C38

World War I Mauser Ersatz Sawback Bayonet
This would appear to number 42 in Anthony Carter's book, "German Ersatz
Bayonets". Cast steel hilt with nine diagonal grooves to the sides, two large domed
rivets attach the hilt to the tang. Cross guard with swept-forward quillion. Sawback,
fullered butchers blade of 361mm and well-finished. Ribbed, pressed steel scabbard
with traces of original paint remaining to it. Overall good plus condition.

R 1600.00

C39

Chinese Mauser M98 Ersatz Bayonet
Manufactured after WW1 for export to China and Bolivia. Very rare. Utilises a triangular
socket bayonet blade of 420mm, cross guard with muzzle ring, pressed steel handles
secured by four rivets, steel scabbard with frog loop and leather frog. No visible
marking to lade or handles. Loss of paint finish to handles and scabbard, rest good.

R 2500.00

C40

German WWI Reworked Bayonet
Fullered single-edged blade of 249mm, marked "B.1539" to right side ricasso and
"Kirsh? Solingen". Handle is of ribbed brass and appears to be of French origin.
Quillion and muzzle ring removed from cross guard. Steel scabbard. Fair to good
condition.
German WW1 Dress Bayonet
Etched, unfullered blade of 321mm, wood grips secured by two rivets, cross guard with
short quillion, all metal parts brightly finished, blued steel scabbard. Good plus
condition.
German WWI Dress Bayonet
Fullered blade of 195mm with rhs of ricasso marked to "Krezpach Mainz", wooden
grips secured by two screw bolts, birds head type pommel, blued steel scabbard with
some loss of finish. Fair to good condition.
German/Austrian WW1 Bayonet
Fullered blade of 241mm with rhs of ricasso marked "Garantie Stahl", three chips to
blade, wood grips held by two screw bolts, short quillion, birds head pommel, frog stud
missing from steel scabbard which also displays some pitting to it. Fair to good
condition.
German WW1 Mod 84/98 Sawback Bayonet
Sawback fullered blade of 250mm marked "Gebr. Heller Mariental" to right ricasso.
Plain wood grips secured by two screw bolts. Blued steel scabbard with frog stud. Good
original condition.
German Mauser 84/98 Bayonet
Blued steel blade of 247mm, lhs of ricasso struck with makers code of "44avg", wood
grips held by two screw bolts. Matching numbers to scabbard and blade, leather frog.
All in good plus condition.
German WWII K98 Bayonet - Matching Numbers
Ribbed dark composition grips with Waffenamt inspection stamps to pommel. Blued
steel blade of 250mm with right side of ricasso marked to "Coppel G.mbH". Blued
steel scabbard to "Coppel G.mbH 1939". Matching numbers "3104 a" to scabbard &
blade. Overall good plus condition.
German Mauser Gewehr 1898b 3rd Mod Elite Diamant
First issued in 1898 and used until 1945. Blued blade struck with serial number and lhs
struck with manufacturers name "Elite Diamant". Wood grips held by two screw bolts,
steel scabbard , leather frog. Good to good plus condition.
German K98 WW2 Bayonet - Matching Numbers
Includes leather frog. Wooden grips secured by two screw bolts. Waffenamt
acceptance stamps to pommel. Manufacturer's code "S/238" to left ricasso, serial
number 2841d to right ricasso and steel scabbard. There is speculation that this
bayonet was also used on one of the German SMG's. Good original condition.

R 1400.00

German Mauser K98 Matching
Blued steel blade of 253mm with matching serial number to blade and scabbard,
opposite side of ricasso stamped with "44as" manufacturers code, bakelite grips, black
leather scabbard. Good to good pus condition.

R 1450.00

C41

C42

C43

C44

C45

C46

C47

C48

C49
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R 1900.00

R 1400.00

R 900.00

R 1700.00

R 1250.00

R 1500.00

R 1250.00

R 1700.00
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C50

German K98 Mauser Bayonet
Rare German K98 bayonet produced in occupied France 1942 by Chaterllerault
Arsenal, matching numbers to bayonet and scabbard. Front of scabbard marked "jwn
42". Bakelite grip plates held by two screws, blued steel blade in mint condition.

R 1450.00

C51

German K98 Bayonet
Blued blade of 251mm struck with serial number to rhs which matches scabbard
number, lhs of ricasso stamped "43crs" signifying Weyersburg manufacturers code,
Waffenampt stamps to top of hilt, Bakelite grips held by two screws, black leather frog
dated 1941. Good plus condition.
German 84/98 Mauser 2nd Mod Sawback Bayonet
Virtually identical to Lot C44 but grips display some light scratches to screw bolt areas.

R 1250.00

East German 2nd Model AKM Bayonet
Black composition grip and scabbard, sawback blade of 146mm, wire cutter
attachment. Good condition.
Russian AKM Bayonet
Russian variant by Ishvest Arsenal. Red synthetic compound. Sawback blade.
Complete with wire-cutter and leather suspension frog. Good original condition.
Czech VZ58 Bayonet
Second model with grips of a brown mottled synthetic compound. Fullered 175mm
blade, leather scabbard dated 1978. All in extremely good condition.
Romanian Type 1 AKM Bayonet
Most distinctive feature of the Romanian Type 1 bayonet is the hanger system which is
constructed of folded leather. Rounded type pommel to the hilt which is constructed of
red composition material, standard wire cutter etc. Excellent condition.

R 800.00

C52

C53

C54

C55

C56

C57

C58

C59

C60

C61

C62

Yugoslav Mod 1956 SMG Bayonet
The Yugoslav M56 SMG appears to have been based on the German MP38/40 SMG.
Bayonet has a double-edged 175mm blade, plastic grips, steel scabbard and leather
frog. Deeply blued blade, bayonet is in mint condition.
Swiss Sig M57 Bayonet
Black ribbed plastic grips and double edged stainless steel high quality blade, plastic
type scabbard. Very good original condition.
9mm Uzi Bayonet
Used by both SADF & SAP. Bowie type blade. Minor scuffing visible. Excellent
condition.
Italian M1938 Carcano Folding Bayonet
Folding blade of 175mm, hilt has plain wood grips secured by screws and washers,
serial number stamped on tang, all steel scabbard with a smooth surface. Hilt has a
grey type finish applied to it. Overall good original condition.
Gendarmerie & Fortress Mod 1889 Bayonet
For model 1889 Mauser. Gendarmerie & Fortress artillery carbines official designation
"Saber Bayonett Mle 89". Polished blade of 547mm, T-section, fullered, wooden grips
secured by Belgian type screw bolts, steel pommel and cross guard with muzzle ring
and swept forward quillion. All steel scabbard with circular frog stud and a finial, leather
frog, black painted finish to scabbard which is chipping off. Bayonet in good plus
condition.
Tersen Mod 1777/1868 Bayonet
Saber blade of 482mm fullered, sawback with double teeth, rhs of ricasso marked
"1882", ribbed solid brass hilt, steel cross guard with muzzle ring and strongly curved
quillion with finial. Black leather scabbard with brass top mount and chape, back of
scabbard marked "2600 & 1885". Good condition.
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C63

Belgium Mod 1880 Comblain Sawback Bayonet
Engineers model used with Model 1867 and Model 1880 Comblain short rifles. Polished
saber blade of 464mm, with sawback teeth to it, rhs of ricasso stamped "FL under
Crown & 1889", lhs of ricasso stamped "GB within Circle & Lion surmounting a
Crown". Ribbed solid brass hilt with inspectors marks to pommel, cross guard with
adjustable muzzle ring, swept forward quillion and serial number stamped to cross
guard. Black leather scabbard with brass top mount and chape. Good plus condition.

R 2750.00

C64

Albini Braendlin Model 1867 Socket Bayonet
Triangular blade of 458mm, top of blade stamped "MP" markings, rhs of socket struck
with serial number and inspection stamps. Black leather scabbard with replacement top
mount, steel finial to scabbard. Good overall condition.
Belgian Mod 1889 Mauser Bayonet
Fullered knife blade of 245mm, rhs of ricasso has "Crown over FL" marks, wooden
grips secured by two screws, cross guard with muzzle ring and forward curved quillion
carries stampings on both sides of cross guard. Blued steel scabbard, some very light
pit marks to cross guard. Overall good condition.
Belgian Mauser Mod 1889 Bayonet
Fullered polished knife blade of 300mm, wooden grips secured by two screws, muzzle
ring to cross guard which is forward swept quillion. Blue steel scabbard. All in excellent
condition.
Belgian SAFN M1949 Semi Auto Rifle Bayonet
Double edged blade of 225mm, wood grips held by two screws, serial number struck
on pommel. All steel scabbard with frog stud and finial. Good plus condition.

R 1650.00

Belgian Fn Fal Type C Export Bayonet
Parkerized blade of 200mm, ribbed black plastic grips held by two screws, integral with
muzzle ring are two prongs acting as a flash suppressor. All steel scabbard. A number
of these bayonets were used by the SAP for both border and Rhodesian duties. This
one appears to have had identification marks ground off the pommel. Good plus
condition.
Belgian Fn Fal Mod B Bayonet
Single edged knife blade with a double edged point 169mm long, hilt with pressed steel
grips secured with two deeply sunk bolts and nuts, steel pommel and cross guard with
muzzle ring. Black plastic scabbard, leather frog. This is the model B bayonet for Fal
rifles with US type flash hider. This bayonet is SAP marked to the pommel. Good plus
condition.
Austrian Werndl Bayonet For Model 1867 & 1873 Rifle
Fullered Yataghan blade of 470mm, chequered black leather grips with muzzle ring and
forward curved quillion, press catch modified by lengthening the spindle of the press,
unit markings to quillion. All steel scabbard with frog stud and finial. Good original
condition.
Polish WZ24 Mauser Bayonet
Rare WZ24 Mauser bayonet with "Zbr4-WP" markings signifying Woisko Polskie
(Polish Army marks) and Zbr 4 standing for Armoury number 4 Krakow. Fullered knife
blade of 248mm, wooden grips, steel scabbard. Overall good original condition.

R 750.00

C65

C66

C67

C68

C69

C70

C71

C72

Arisaka Mod 1897 Type 20 Nagoya Arsenal Bayonet
Knife blade of 398mm fullered, the right side of ricasso struck with the Nagoya Arsenal
mark consisting of a large circle, partly covering a smaller circle, together in a circle.
Hilt has wood grips, secured by two screw bolts with oval washers, cross guard with
muzzle ring and strongly curved quillion. All steel scabbard with loop and finial and
leather frog to it. Good plus original condition.
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C73

C74

C75

C76

C77

C78

C79

C80

C81

Arisaka Type 30 Bayonet
Knife blade of 398mm, fullered, rhs of ricasso struck with marking consisting of one
circle (canon ball) on top of three others the Kokura Arsenal mark with a M with an
arrow pierced through it indicating that is was built by Matsushita under Kokura Arsenal
supervision. Wood grips secured by two rivets, cross guard has muzzle ring and
strongly curved quillion to it. Blue steel scabbard with frog stud and finial and leather
frog to it. Good plus original condition.
Japanese Arisaka Type 30 - Toyoda Jido Shokki
Blued knife blade of 398mm, fullered. Rhs of ricasso stamped "Toyoda Jido Shokki
Siesakusho" arsenal markings. Wooden grips secured by two screws with oval
washers, cross guard with muzzle ring and straight quillion. Blued steel scabbard with
frog stud finial and leather frog to it. Good original condition, bayonet seems to have
seen very little use.
Arisaka 1897 Type 30 Bayonet
Knife blade of 397mm, unfullered. Rhs of ricasso stamped with markings of the Toyoda
Auto Loom Works. Wooden grips secured by two rivets, cross guard with muzzle ring
and straight quillion, square and unfinished pommel. Scabbard is made of two pieces
of wood glued and wrapped together with string and with a steel band with loop and
triangular steel chape. Painted olive green all over. This specimen is of late WWII
production and is not to the same standard of finish as earlier blades. Good plus
original condition.
WW2 RAF "Battle of Britain" Commemorative Dagger
By Wilkinson Sword. Double-edged blade marked to "RAF" & "Dedicated To The
Royal Air Force Victors Of The Battle Of Britain, 1940". Ricasso marked "By
Appointment Wilkinson Sword London Made In England". Leather scabbard with
German silver mounts. White enamel type grip with ornate guard & pommel. Very good
condition.
Spanish Air Force Dress Dagger
Double-edged blade marked "Toledo Spain". Spanish Coat of Arms to one side of
langet, Air Force wings to opposite side. Wire bound ivory finish grip. Gilt finish to
scabbard and fittings, stainless finish to blade. All in mint condition.
Soviet Army Officer's Dagger - 1957
Medium toned Bakelite grip, glossy leather scabbard, gold finish to scabbard fittings,
cross guard and pommel. Makers mark & serial numbers to ricasso. Very good
condition.
Portuguese Airforce Officers Dagger
Ceremonial highly polished double-edged blade with Portuguese Maltese type cross to
one langet and Eagle surmounting a cross and wreath to opposite side. Brass finished
cross guard and pommel, wire bound black leather finish to grip of scabbard. Highly
polished scabbard with Portuguese cross to brass hangers and tip of scabbard. Mint
condition.
Nazi Naval Dagger & Eagles Claw Dagger
Manufactured by "E.U.F. Solingen" with double-fullered, double-edged blade. Naval
background etching to both sides of blade. brass scabbard. White grips surmounted by
an eagle swastika pommel. Black hanging strap with gilt lion head buckles and fittings.
Good original condition. Eagles claw dagger - Commercial dagger by "Carl Schlieper
Solingen Germany". Blade length of 155mm with alloy based handle. Brown leather
scabbard with German silver chape. Fair to good condition.

R 2250.00

Nazi Naval Dagger & Brass Dagger
Manufactured by "Carl Eickhorn Solingen" with double-fullered, double-edged blade.
Good naval background etching to both sides of blade. brass scabbard. White grips
surmounted by an eagle swastika pommel. Some brass polish has accumulated in the
pommel and cross guard, but this is easily cleaned. Good original condition.; Brass
dagger. This has a triangular form blade of 60mm, a stipple engraved scabbard, brass
cross guard and pommel with a replacement nut to the head of the pommel. White
horn grips. Fair to good condition.

R 6000.00
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C82

Transvaal Scottish Dirk & Skean Dubh - Cased
Transvaal Scottish volunteers, 1904-1920. Both are in cased in suppliers red finished
box. Dirk carries the Tvl. Scottish Volunteers crest to the hilt and the ornately furnished
scabbard. Typical basket weave hilt to Dirk & knife & fork. Scalloped edge blade has
some scattered very light pitting to it otherwise all very good condition.

R 8500.00

Skean Dubhs x 6
1. Tvl. Scottish issue. Marked "W.M. Anderson & Sons Ltd. Edinburgh & Glasgow".
Good condition.
2. Commercial model with Cairngorm, basket weave & ornamentation. "Made in
Scotland".
3. Crest to scabbard & chape, cairngorm to basket weave hilt. Leather separating from
back of hilt.
4. "Othello" from Solingen Germany. Brown leather scabbard with German silver fittings.
Staghorn handles. GC.
5. Early staghorn handle model with ornate engraving to mouthpiece & chape. Leather
separating from scabbard.
6. Wooden handled utility model with wrap-around sheath. Good condition.
C84
East German Army Officers Dagger
In original packing box with Warranty card that is serialised to the dagger. Includes gilt
issue belt & hanger. Press button release to remove blade from scabbard, "GDR"
symbol to ornate scabbard. All in mint condition.
C85
Nazi K98 Bayonet - Matching Numbers
Wood grips secured by two screw bolts. Nazi cross carved into one side and "DMP"
into the other. Left side of ricasso marked "S/155G" as is front side of scabbard. Right
side of ricasso marked "0355e" as is opposite side of scabbard. Good overall
condition.

R 3500.00

C83

R 4950.00

R 1600.00

CATEGORY D ~ COLLECTABLE HANDGUNS
Lot
D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

Lot Description
.22lr Drulov Mod 70 Pistol - Cased
In custom wooden case. Includes silencer and Tasco Pro-Point red dot scope.
Orthopaedic type grips, micro adjustable rear sight and 8" barrel threaded for ParkerHale type suppressor. Good to good plus condition.
.22lr/mag & .357mag Ruger Single-Action Revolvers
In fitted wooden case with spare .22 magnum cylinder, .357mag is a Ruger New Model
Blackhawk with 6,6" barrel, adjustable rear sights and smooth wooden factory grips.
Good plus condition. .22lr/mag is a New Model Single Six with barrel length of 6,5" and
adjustable rear sights. Good to good plus condition. Includes fitted cleaning rods and
brushes.
.22lr/mag Ruger New Mod Single Six Revolver - Boxed
In factory box. Stainless steel construction. Includes spare magnum cylinder. Barrel
length of 6,5" with adjustable sights, smooth wooden factory grips, WR number applied
to frame. Excellent original condition.
9mmk Smith & Beecham Pistol - Boxed
In factory box. Polymer framed defence pistol, designed and manufactured in South
Africa. Some wear to finish on sides of slide, otherwise very good condition.

Estimate
R 1250.00

9mmp Star BM Pistol - Boxed
In factory issue box. Compact civilian version of the Star model B. Pistol is in mint
original condition.
9mmp Astra Firefox Pistol - Boxed
In factory box. Compact d/a 9mm with hooked trigger guard, D/A mechanism, 3,5"
barrel and eight round magazine. Includes spare magazine. Excellent original condition.

R 2250.00

No Item
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R 6500.00

R 3000.00

R 1750.00

R 2750.00

R 0.00
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D8

D9

D10
D11
D12
D13
D14
D15

D16

D17

D18

D19

D20

D21

D22

22lr Beretta Mod 76 Pistol - Cased
In factory hard case with cleaning rod and tool kit. The model 76 has a 5,9" barrel,
adjustable sights to top rib, chequered wooden grips with thumb rest and is in excellent
overall condition.
22lr FN-Browning Medallist Pistol - Cased
In factory hard carry case with barrel weight support, three different weights, turn screw
and magazine included. Ventilated heavy profile barrel of 6,75" with micro adjustable
sights, black plastic chequered grips, front strap has been metal chequered. Serial
number 79601T7. Good to good plus condition.
7,65mm FN Browning Model 1910 Pistol - Boxed
Serial number 75H30567. In factory polystyrene box, mint condition.
9mmk Browning Model 1910 Pistol - Boxed
In factory box with instruction manual. Serial number 58439. Good plus condition.
6,35mm Baby Browning Pistol - Boxed
In factory box with instruction manual.
6,35 Baby Browning Pistol - Boxed
In factory box with instruction manual.
6,35mm Baby Browning Pistol - Boxed
In factory box with instruction manual. Very good plus condition.
9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol - Boxed
In factory box with instruction manual, test target, cleaning rod and spare magazine.
Post-war alloy famed variant. Excellent condition.
.36 Colt "cap n ball" Revolver - Boxed
In factory wooden case. Robert E Lee commemorative 1971 model. Includes tin of Colt
percussion caps, powder flask, mould and nipple wrench. Revolver has an octagonal
7,5" barrel, naval scene marked cylinder, colour case hardened loading lever and frame
of pistol, smooth walnut grips fitted to nickelled lower frame. Revolver appears to be
unfired. Mint condition.
.45 Colt Single Action Army Revolver - Cased
In wooden presentation case. Serial number SA08691indicates1956 2nd Gen
manufacture. Revolver has 7,5" barrel blued cylinder and barrel, colour case hardened
frame, chequered black grips with colt logo and US eagle to them. Mint original
condition.
.357mag Colt Single Action Army Revolver - Cased
In wooden presentation case. Serial number 49270SA indicates 1969 2nd Gen
manufacture. Barrel of 5,4", blued cylinder and barrel, colour case hardened frame,
black chequered grips with Colt logo to them. Mint original condition.
.22lr/mag Colt Peacemaker Buntline Revolver - Cased
In wooden presentation case. Serial number G198380 indicates 1976 date of
manufacture. Includes 22lr and 22 mag cylinders. Blued 7,5" barrel, blued cylinder,
colour case hardened frame, chequered black grips with Colt prancing stallion and US
eagle logos to them. Mint original condition.
9mmp Colt All American Mod 2000 Pistol - Cased
In factory hard case with spare magazine and instruction manual. Serial number
PF11239 D/A 9mm with steel slide, polymer frame and 15 round magazine. Condition
is as new.
.22lr Colt Target Model Pistol - Cased
In factory hard case with instruction manual and spare magazine. Round ribbed 5,9"
barrel and slide, top rib carries adjustable sights and a picatinny rail for mounting scope
etc, polymer frame. Serial number TM0560 indicates 1996 manufacture. Mint condition.
.22lr/mag Colt New Frontier Revolver - Boxed
In factory box with spare .22 mag cylinder, adjustable sights to 4,4" barrel, blued barrel
and cylinder, colour case hardened frame, black chequered grips with Colt logo and US
eagle. Serial number G46484 indicates 1972 manufacture. Mint original condition.
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D23

D24

D25
D26

D27

D28

D29
D30

D31

D32
D33

D34

D35

D36

D37
D38

D39

D40

.38spl Colt "Cobra" 3" Revolver - Boxed
In original factory box. Alloy frame, chequered wooden grips with Colt medallion. Ca.
1970. Good plus condition.
9mmp ex SADF Star Mod B Pistol - Cased
In factory hard box with spare magazine, instruction manual and original invoice. Very
good plus condition.
No Item
.44mag Smith & Wesson M29 Revolver - Cased
In factory wooden display case, blued finish, 8" barrel, adjustable sights, Pachmayr
grips. Mint original condition.
.22lr Webley & Scott Conversion Kit - Boxed
Parker Hale kit for the Webley Service revolver. Includes cylinder, adjustable rear sight,
barrel, instruction manual and cleaning rods. Very good condition.
.32acp H&R/Webley Semi-Auto Pistol - Boxed
H&R variant of the Webley semi-auto pistol. Serial number 17079, black rubber
chequered grips with H&R Arms Co logo to them. Webley factory box, barrel length of
3,5", grip safety. Excellent original condition.
.22lr Webley Senior Air Pistol - Boxed
In original factory box with instruction manual to lid. Excellent original condition.
.357mag Colt Python Revolver - Cased
In Wooden factory presentation case with stripping tool & cleaning rod. Barrel length of
4", Chequered wooden factory grips with Colt logo to them. Serial no. AL9022 indicates
1980 manufacture. Mint condition.
7,62x25mm M1965 Yugoslav Tokarev Pistol
Yugoslav made variant of the Tokarev with a few subtle differences to hammer, back of
slide etc. Ex Zimbabwean Army with "ZA" markings to both slide & frame. Good
refinished condition.
No Item
.22lr/22mag Ruger New Model Single Six Revolver
Stainless steel 6,5" barrel with adjustable sights, factory number removed and WR
number applied. Includes both 22lr and magnum cylinders. Good to good plus
condition.
.22lr/22mag Ruger New Model Single Six Revolver
Blued finish, adjustable sights to 6,5" barrel. Includes spare cylinder. Good to good plus
condition.
.22lr Ruger Mk2 Target Pistol
Adjustable sights to heavy profile 6,9" barrel. Good plus original condition but for
missing magazine.
.357mag Ruger Security Six Revolver
Adjustable sights to 4" barrel, matt stainless finish to revolver. Extremely good
condition.
.357mag Ruger Police Service Six Revolver
Stainless steel model with 4" barrel. Very good plus condition.
.357mag Ruger Security Six Revolver
Stainless steel, adjustable sights to 6" barrel, Pachmayr grips fitted. Very good plus
condition.
.357mag Ruger Model GP100 Revolver
Blued finish, adjustable sights to 4" barrel, factory wood and rubber grips. Excellent
condition.
.44mag Ruger New Model Super Black Hawk Bisley Revolver
Typical Bisley styled single action grip and lowered hammer, adjustable sights to 7,5"
barrel, wooden factory grips with Ruger logo to them. Includes leather holster. Scarce
variant. Excellent original condition.
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D41

D42

D43

D44

D45

D46

D47

D48

D49

D50

D51

D52

D53

D54

.45acp/long Colt Ruger New Model Black Hawk Revolver
Includes auxiliary cylinder for .45colt calibre, adjustable sights to 7,5" barrel, wooden
grips with Ruger logo to them. Good plus condition.
7,5mm Swiss Army Revolver
Octagonal 4,5" barrel, blued finish, dated 1951, double action trigger mechanism with
single action ejector rod, chequered black hard rubber grips with Swiss cross to them,
bright finished loading gate, hammer, trigger and ejector mechanism. Excellent original
condition.
7,5mm Swiss Service Revolver
Octagonal 4" barrel, nickelled finish, missing fore sight blade, chequered black hard
rubber grips, Swiss cross within shield to side of frame. Good to good plus condition.

R 9500.00

6,35mm Beretta Mod 418 Pistol
Dated 1957, alloy frame, grip safety, chequered black plastic grips, some slight pitting
to edges of side. Overall good to good plus condition.
6,35mm Beretta 950B Pistol
Flip up barrel pistol designed for ease of loading. Beretta marked "Made in Brazil".
Excellent condition
9mmk Beretta Mod 1923 Pistol
Slide is marked "Brev. 1915-1919 Ml0 1923". Approx 10 000 manufactured. Italian
Army markings on left grip tang, Manufactured 1923 to 1935. Steel grip panels, 3,9"
barrel, eight round magazine with heel release. Fairly scarce. Some light pitting and
loss of finish to rhs of frame. GWO.
7,65mm Beretta Mod 1935 Pistol
Manufactured 1955 with Italian Air Force ownership markings to it. Light crack to RH
grip panel, rest good to good plus original condition.
9mmk Beretta M1934 Service Pistol
Pistol manufactured 1936. Widely used by all branches of the Italian military. Good
original condition.
9mmk Beretta Model 1934 Engraved Presentation Pistol
Pistol is nickel plated and carries scroll engraving through out. Pistol is dated 1939 and
marked as Model 1937, this is obviously a presentation version of the Model 1934. In
leather military style holster with spare magazine. Excellent to mint original condition.

R 950.00

9mmk Beretta Mod 84 Pistol
Blued and anodised finish double action trigger mechanism, ambidextrous safety,
wooden grip panels, thirteen round magazine and 3,75" barrel length. Good to good
plus condition.
9mmp Beretta Model 92S Pistol
Second variant with hammer drop safety. Blued finish, alloy frame, 4,75" barrel length,
fifteen round magazine capacity. Mint condition.
9mmp Beretta Mod 92 Pistol
Blued finish, alloy frame, 4,75" barrel length, fifteen round magazine capacity. As used
by SAP. Good to good plus condition.
9mmp Beretta Mod 92 SB Pistol
Improved variant of the Model 92, the 92 SB has thumb mag release, ambidextrous
hammer, drop safety and chequered wooden grip panels. Pistol is in mint original
condition.
.44 Smith & Wesson D/A 1st model Revolver
Top break mechanism, serial number 11186, manufactured 1911-12. Barrel length of
5", black hard rubber chequered grips with S&W logo to them. Blued trigger guard,
satin nickel finish to frame, barrel and cylinder. Good refinished condition.
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D55

.45acp/ar Smith & Wesson Brazilian Service Revolver
Brazilian Coat of Arms to side plate, 5,5" barrel, bright blued finish, chequered wooden
grips with S&W logo to them, commercial variant of the M1917 revolver, produced for
the Brazilians. Serial number 190233 indicates 1938 manufacture. Good to good plus
original condition.
D56
.45acp/ar Smith & Wesson M1917 Revolver
"US Army Model 1917" stamped to bottom of grip. "S&W D.A.45" to side of barrel.
"United States Property" to underside of 5,5" barrel. High % original finish to revolver
with some light "freckling" to areas of finish.
D57
.38 Smith & Wesson M&P Revolver x 2
1. Commercial purchase by "UDF" at beginning of WW2, "UDF" ownership stamp to
back strap, high gloss commercial blue, chequered wooden grips with S&W logo. Good
to good plus original condition.
2. Lend lease model, "United States Property" stamp to top strap, parkerized matt finish to
metal work, 5" barrel, "UDF" marking to receiver. Good to good plus original condition.

R 4500.00

D58

R 1000.00

D59

D60

D61
D62

D63

D64

D65

D66

D67

D68

.38 Smith & Wesson M&P Revolver
British proofed, 5" barrel, replacement wooden grips, back strap marked "K.A 2.43".
Fair to good condition.
.38 Smith & Wesson M&P Revolver
British proofed, 5" barrel, hammer and trigger guard have been polished, pistol reblued.
Good refinished condition.
.38 Smith & Wesson Victory Model Revolver
Lend lease revolver marked "US Property GHD", chequered wooden grips with S&W
logo to them, parkerized matt finish, 5" barrel, case hardened trigger and hammer.
Good plus original condition.
.38 Smith & Wesson M&P Revolver
Re-barrelled by Musgrave & Sons with 6" barrel. Good plus condition.
.38 Smith & Wesson M&P Revolver
"UDF" ownership marks to back strap, 5" barrel, high gloss finish, smooth walnut grips,
Some scattered scratch marks to finish. Overall good condition.
.38 Smith & Wesson M&P Revolver
Barrel has been shortened to 3", after market chequered wooden grips, replacement
fore sight added to barrel, good condition.
.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 36-1 3" Revolver
Serial number J840478, five shot snubby, chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to
them. Good to good plus condition.
.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 27-2 Revolver
High gloss factory blued finish, adjustable sights to 6" barrel, chequered wooden grips
with S&W logo. Excellent original condition.
.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 19-4 Revolver
High gloss factory blued finish, 4" barrel, adjustable sights, chequered wooden grips
with S&W logo, serial number 62K8871. Mint original condition.
.22lr Smith & Wesson "Airlite" Snubby Revolver
Serial number CBY5780,ultra light weight alloy frame with steel barrel liner, black
factory rubber grips, anodised silver finish, eight round cylinder. The ultimate in light
weight carry guns. Mint original condition.
9mmp Smith & Wesson Model 59 Pistol
The first high capacity double action 9mm pistol to be marketed, the model 59 has a
light weight alloy frame and 4" barrel, black plastic chequered grips. Fifteen round mag
capacity, serial number A266157. Some very light wear marks to frame otherwise
overall good plus condition.
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D69

D70

D71

D72

D73

D74

D75

D76

D77

D78

D79

D80

D81

.22 Smith& Wesson Mod 1 3rd issue Revolver - Pre 1898
Tip-up action. Serial no. 51047 indicates 1864 manufacture. Ribbed 3,15" barrel
marked to "Smith & Wesson Springfield Mass". Patent dates of 1859 & 1863 to
cylinder. Smooth walnut grips, nickelled bronze frame with high % original finish.
Traces of original blue remaining to barrel. Good overall condition.
7,65mm Astra Model 3000 Pistol
Barrel length of 3,9", hammerless action with black plastic chequered grips. Very good
plus to excellent condition.
10,35mm Italian Mod 1916 Revolver
Manufactured by F. Tettoni Brescia. Smith & Wesson top break copy with ribbed 5"
barrel, revolver marked "Mod 1916 Cal 10-35".
10,35mm Italian System Bodeo M1889 Service Revevolver
Officers model with a round barrel, non folding trigger and conventional trigger guard,
frame is marked "Metallurgica Bresciana Gia Tempini Brescia", and dated 1922 on
the opposite side of the frame. Nickelled finish, good to good plus condition.

R 12500.00

R 1500.00

R 1000.00

R 1000.00

10,35mm Italian System Bodeo M1889 Revevolver - Pre 1898
Enlisted mens model with folding trigger, 4,5" octagonal barrel and six shot cylinder.
Adopted as the Italian service revolver in 1889, remaining in service until 1945. Marked
"Glisenti Brescia 1897", some holster wear to muzzle and cylinders, overall good
original condition.
10,35mm Italian Bodeo M1889 Service Revolver
Octagonal barrel of 4,5", six shot cylinder produced in 1989 remained in service until
1945. Manufacturing date of 1926 to side of frame, makers mark of "SFARE G T" to
opposite frame, enlisted mans model with folding trigger, replacement pin to barrel
hinge. Good working order.
.450 Chamelot Devigne Type Revolver - Pre 1898
Austrian? proofed, octagonal 4,4" barrel, double action trigger mechanism, six shot
cylinder, chequered wooden grips, hinged side plate which allows one access to the
mechanism which has all been polished and knurled, side swing ejection rod, plum
brown finish to revolver which is in fairly good original condition.
.32 Smith & Wesson Type Revolver
Top break action with 3,25" barrel, chequered hard rubber grips. Fair to good condition,

R 1250.00

6,35mm Brno Model "Z" Pistol
Pocket pistol with 2" barrel, six round magazine, manufactured 1973, good plus
condition.
7,65mm CZ Model 27 Pistol
With issue holster, Waffenampt stamped Nazi issued. Good plus original condition.

R 1000.00

7,65mm CZ M27 Pistol
With issue holster and spare magazine and Waffenampt stamped. Slide is marked
"fnh Pistole Modelle 27 Kal 7,65". One can see that this is a later model pistol which
does not display the same degree of finish as does D78, wrap around black plastic
grips also have a crack to the rhs. Fair to good condition.
7,62mm Tokarev TT33 Service Pistol
Dated 1943, black grips carry five pointed Russian star and CCP markings, various
inspection stamps to pistol which has also been refinished at some stage, lanyard ring
missing from bottom of grip otherwise good refinished condition with matching numbers
to slide
.44 Remington Conversion Revolver - Pre 1898
Remington Mod 1858 percussion revolver with octagonal 8" barrel, brass trigger guard
and smooth wooden grips converted to take .44rf cartridges. Ejector rod fitted
alongside barrel and recoil shield machined to load & eject cases. Plum brown/grey
finish to barrel & frame with traces of original bluing remaining in places. Grips still in
good condition and screw heads have not been messed with. No markings visible to
gun, Good working order.

R 2500.00
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R 1000.00

R 1850.00

R 500.00

R 3500.00

R 4500.00

R 17500.00
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D82

.22rf Colt Revolver - Pre 1898
Serial number 6746. "Open-top" or detachable barrel model with 23/8" barrel without
ejector housing. Marked to "Colt's Pt. F.A. Mfg. Co. Hartford Ct. U.S.A". Seven
chambers to cylinder. Bronze frame with detachable side plate, birds head type grip,
groove in RHS of recoil shield for loading & ejecting cartridges. Very little original finish
remaining to barrel or cylinder which is a silver-grey colour, otherwise good order.

R 9500.00

D83

.41rf Colt Thuer Derringer - Pre 1898
Also known the 3rd model Derringer. Wooden grips, nickel plated brass frame, blued
steel 62mm barrel with "Colt" marking to top of barrel. Serial number 410. British proofs
to pistol. Faded blue finish to barrel, approx 85% nickel finish remaining to frame. Good
overall.
No Item
.38acp Colt 1902 Military Model Pistol
Serial number 12448 . Barrel length of 6", magazine capacity of 8 rds. Chequered black
rubber grips with Colt name & logo to them. The Military model features a chequered
finger grip near front of slide, rounded hammer and lanyard swivel on side. Earlier type
markings. Much bright blue Colt finish remaining to frame, approx 80%, slide shows
more wear and has approx 20% original finish remaining to it. Sharp & crisp lettering,
good working order.
.38acp Colt Model 1902 Military Pistol - Post 1908
Serial number 35765 indicates 1913 manufacture. Spur type hammer, finger grooves to
back of slide with deep grooves to them and strengthened mag release. Plain wooden
grips with fire-blued screws to them. Prancing Colt is no longer within a circle and
lettering has been simplified. Initials "P.A.L.H." have been stamped to front of slide.
Period British proofs to frame, slide & barrel. Pistol has approx 90% original Colt bright
blue to it and apart from a light speckling to RHS of slide is in good plus condition.

R 7500.00

D84
D85

D86

D87

D88

D89

D90

D91

D92

.455 Colt New Service Revolver
Serial number 78183 indicates 1915 manufacture. WW1 British military purchase with
military inspection and ownership stamps to frame. Barrel length of 5,5", chequered
hard rubber grips, approximately 90% original blue to revolver. Good plus original
condition.
.357mag Colt Single Action Army Revolver
Serial number 50713SA indicates 1972 2nd Gen manufacture. Barrel length of 7,5"
chequered hard rubber grips with Colt logo to them. Revolver has been refinished.
Good to good plus condition.
.22lr/mag. Colt New Frontier Revolver
Serial number G34090 indicates 1971 2nd Gen manufacture. Includes auxiliary .22mag
cylinder. Single action with 4,3" barrel and adjustable sights, Colt logo and US eagle to
chequered hard rubber grips, alloy grip, steel frame, cylinder and barrel. Pistol is in
good refinished condition.
.32 Colt New Pocket Revolver-Pre 1898.
Serial number 7392 indicates 1895 manufacture. Barrel length of 2,5" chequered hard
rubber grips with Colt logo to them. Rampant Colt logo encircled by "Colt's New
Pocket" to LHS of frame. One of the first models fitted with a smooth ejector rod head
and plain cylinder latch. No original finish remaining, overall silver-grey colour. Rest
good working order.
.357mag Colt Revolver
Serial number 30625 indicates 1961 manufacture. Barrel length of 4" with adjustable
target sights, chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to them. Good original condition.
High percentage original blue.
.357mag Colt Trooper Mk3 Revolver
Blued 4" with adjustable sights. Chequered wooden grip with Colt logo to them. Serial
number 69877J indicates 1975 manufacture. Excellent original condition.
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R 17500.00

R 17500.00

R 4500.00

R 6500.00

R 4500.00

R 2750.00

R 4500.00

R 4750.00
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D93

D94

D95
D96

D97

D98
D99

D100

D101

D102

D103

D104

D105

D106

.357mag Colt Lawman Mk III Revolver
Serial number 93330L indicates1981 manufacture. A snubby with 2 1/4" barrel, six shot
cylinder and chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to them. Back strap shows some
loss of blue from sweaty hands, rest of revolver in good plus condition with a very high
% original finish.
.38spl Colt Detective Special Revolver
Serial number 03083M indicates 1976 manufacture. Six shot snubby with 2,25" barrel
and chequered wooden factory grips. Very good plus condition.
No Item
357mag Colt Python Revolver
Serial number V38774 indicates 1979 manufacture. Ventilated rib 6" barrel, chequered
wooden grips with Colt logo to them. Good plus condition.
.357mag Colt Python Stainless Revolver
Serial number T76532 indicates 1988 manufacture. Ventilated rib barrel of 4" with
adjustable sights, Colt chequered rubber grips with Colt logo to them., Revolver is in as
new condition.
No Item
.22lr Colt Government Conversion Kit
Serial number WR22789. Replacement slide and barrel which enables one to use the
.22lr round in the Colt 45acp. Adjustable sights to 4,75" barrel. Excellent condition.
.45acp Colt M1911A1 U S Army Pistol
Serial number 1129141 indicates 1943 manufacture. Pistol appears to be in good plus
original condition but for grips which are of a later replacement type.
.45acp Colt 1911A1 Military Pistol
Serial number 1127474 manufactured in 1943. "GHD" inspector markings and "United
States Property" and "M1911A1 U.S. Army" on frame. Pistol is 100% original military
configuration and has not been modified in any way. Matching serial numbers on slide
and frame. Additional British proof marks on barrel. Fully functional and complete in
excellent condition minor pit marks to slide.
.45acp Remington 1911A1 US Military Pistol
Serial number 1339722. Original Remington Rand model 1911A1 Military pistol.
According to serial number manufactured in 1943. "FJA" inspector markings, "United
States Property" and "M1911A1 U.S. Army" on frame. Matching Remington slide,
frame and barrel. Fully functional and complete "D4 44" number to slide (rack number
?).
.45acp 1911A1 Service Pistol By Ithaca
WR number applied to frame. "GHD" inspection stamps to frame, Hammerli marking
to opposite side to frame, pistol has been re blued with a matt slide and top finish which
is now showing some signs of wear otherwise in good original condition.

R 4500.00

R 3950.00

R 16000.00

R 27500.00

R 3950.00

R 14500.00

R 14500.00

R 11500.00

R 9600.00

.45acp Colt Mk 4 Series 70 Gov Model Pistol
Serial number 97535G70 indicates 1979 manufacture. Pistol has been professionally
refinished and replacement rubber grips fitted, slide and barrel have been ported and
polished. Good refinished condition.
.45acp Remington Combat Modified Pistol
In pistol caddy with spare magazine. Pistol has muzzle compensator, combat sights,
skeleton trigger, ambidextrous safety, beaver tail and magazine eject funnel fitted in
addition to porting and polishing of barrel and slide. Good plus condition.

R 9500.00

.45acp Colt Combat Modified Pistol
In pistol caddy with spare magazine. Ported muzzle compensator, high profile combat
sights, ambidextrous safety, beaver tail, chequered squared trigger guard, finger
groove to front strap, horn grips and jet funnel fitted, barrel and slide ported and
polished. Very good condition.

R 6500.00
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R 6500.00
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D107

D108

D109

D110

D111

D112

D113
1.
2.
3.
4.
D114

D115
D116
D117

D118

D119

D120

D121

D123

.45acp Colt Model 1911A1 US Army Pistol
Serial number 928531 indicates 1943 manufacture. In pistol caddy with two spare
mags. Marked "Colt automatic calibre .45". Slide marked "United States Property
M1911A1 U. S. Army". "GHD" inspectors marks to frame. Commercially refinished
with dark black grips. Good working condition.
9mmp Heckler & Koch Model P7 M8 Pistol
Unique squeeze cocking mechanism, thumb release magazine with eight round
capacity, serial number 93589. Excellent condition.
9mmp Sig Sauer P226 Pistol
Fifteen round double stack magazine, D/A trigger mechanism, hooked trigger guard,
4,4" barrel. Excellent original condition.
.22lr Browning Medallist Pistol
Early model with 5,7/8" ventilated rib flat side to round barrel, micro adjustable sights,
thumb rest chequered rose wood grips, serial number 42175 T 71. Excellent original
condition.
.22lr FN Browning International Medallist Pistol
With flat sided 5,16th inch barrel carrying adjustable sights, dull black finish, serial
number 78975 I 75, adjustable weight to barrel, orthopaedic type grips with adjustable
palm stop to rhs and thumb rest to lhs. Good plus condition.
.22lr FN Browning Medallist Pistol
Ventilated rib barrel of 6,6" with extension for suppressor. Micro adjustable sights,
chequered rosewood grips with lhs thumb rest. Good plus condition and in pistol caddy.

R 9500.00

22lr Mab x1, 6,35 Browning x 2, 7,65 Browning x1
MAB pistol in good condition with some loss of finish to front of side.
Baby browning 6.35mm pistol in good plus to excellent condition.
FN Browning 6.35mm in fair condition.
7,65mm Model 1910 Browning in fair to good condition.
7,65mm FN Browning Model 1900 Pistol
Serial number 590677. Pistol is nickel plated with nickel plating coming off in certain
areas. Fair overall condition.
7,65mm Browning Model 1910 Pistol
Serial number 550122. Good plus original condition.
7,65mm Browning Model 1910 Pistol
Serial number A534868. Good refinished condition.
7,65mm FN Browning 1910/22 Pistol
Serial number 11586. Issued 1967, some light holster wear to sharp edges, good to
good plus condition.
7,65mm FN Browning 1910/22 Pistol
Serial number BV950. Variant has extended 4,4" barrel and slide, plus grip safety.
Good to good plus condition.
9mmk Browning BDA380 Pistol
Serial number 425PY12095.A variant of the Beretta 84 pistol made in Italy by Beretta
with closed top slide rather then open top as found on the Beretta Model 84. D/A trigger
mechanism, smooth wooden grips with "B" insignia to them, 13 round magazine,
ambidextrous safety. Excellent original condition.
9mmp FN Browning HP Pistol
Serial number 215RN12124. Pistol has factory matt finish to it, Pachmayr grips, and
extended safety. Good plus condition.
9mmp FN Browning HP Pistol
Serial Number 74C08390, indicating commercial manufacture 1974, chequered black
plastic grip panels. Mint original condition.
10,55mm German Mod 83 "Reichs" Revolver - Pre 1898
Commercial proofs to revolver, Safety to trigger mechanism, revolver has what appears
to be a Musgrave B prefix serial number added to the barrel. Barrel has lost most of its
finish, chequered wooden grips. Fair to good original condition.

R 2950.00
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R 2750.00
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D124

10,55mm German "Reichs" Revolver - Pre 1898
Marked to "VCS CGH Suhl" indicating manufacture by Haenel. Pistol has "KS102"
marking to backstrap indicating issue to German Kaiserliche Schutztruppen in German
South West. Matching numbers to barrel and frame. Good refinished condition.

R 4500.00

D125

10,55mm German Revolver - Pre 1898
Octagonal barrel of 5,75" marked to "Priva Guss - Stahl", frame marked with Coat of
Arms "RS Berlin", bottom of frame marked "Eingeschossen". Double action trigger
mechanism, single action type ejecting mechanism with loading gate to cylinder,
chequered wooden grips. Good original condition.
7,65mm Roth Sauer Pistol
Includes issue leather holster with provision for two magazine clips. Barrel length of 4",
pistol is clip fed into the fixed magazine and has an operating system whereby the
barrel rotates back with the action. Top of barrel marked "JP Sauer & Sohn, Suhl",
chamber area marked "Patent Roth" with Sauer trademark to back of frame. Pistol
has approximately 75 -80% original blue with wear to the high spots, chequered black
composition grips with Sauer trademark to both sides. Pistol is marked "L.P.185"
indicating Landes Polizei issue. Pistol quite possibly saw service in German South
West Africa, Good to good plus original condition.

R 3500.00

D126

R 22500.00

D127

7,65mm Dreyse Pistol
As used by non-frontline Imperial German troops in WW1. Pistol has a 98mm barrel
weighs 680grams with a 7-shot magazine. The pistol is unusual in that the recoil spring
is mounted on top of the barrel in a similar fashion to the FN-Browning M1900. In a
military type flap holster. Good condition but for piece missing from top of RH grip.

R 2950.00

D128

7,65mm Mauser Mod 1914 Pistol
Includes leather issue holster military style flap holster with magazine pouch. Serial
number 395477, wrap around chequered wooden grips, Mauser banner to middle of
frame, long extractor, has what appears to be a Jan Smuts number stamped to rhs of
frame. Pistol is in very good original condition with approx 95% original blue still
evident.
7,65mm Mauser Mod 1914 Pistol
Serial number 407267. Fire blue peacock finish to trigger, wrap around wooden grips,
Mauser banner to lhs of frame. Good to good plus original condition but for name that
has been engraved along side Mauser banner.
6,35mm Mauser Mod 1910 Pistol
Worn chequering to wrap around wooden grips, serial number 273410, faded silver
grey finish to metal work, Fair to good condition.
6,35mm Mauser Mod M1910 Pistol
Wrap around chequered wooden grips, bright peacock blue finished trigger, Mauser
banner to lhs of frame, serial number 258669. Very good plus condition with high
percentage original blue.
7,65mm Mauser Mod 1914 Pistol
Peacock fire blue finish to trigger and extractor. Serial number 3112274. Pistol is in
good to good plus condition but for black plastic wrap around grips which are both
cracked and chipped.
6,35mmn Mauser WTP Pistol
Extremely short magazine, grip housing, barrel length of 57mm, black plastic wrap
around grips with Mauser banner to them. Serial number 41469. Speckled loss of finish
to slide, good overall.
9mmp Luger P-08 Service Pistol
Pistol marked "Erfurt 1917". Matching numbers through-out bar correct wooden base
magazine. Fairly sharp chequering to grips, holster wear to high spots on finish, correct
straw bluing to takedown lever, trigger & safety. Overall, good original.

R 3250.00

D129

D130

D131

D132

D133

D134
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D135

9mmp Luger P-08 Service Pistol
Manufactured DWM 1911. Scarce variant which is "L.P" marked to back strap,
indicating German South West "Landes Polizei" issue. Pistol is manufactured prior to
stock lug on the back strap, matching numbers to all components including correct
wooden base magazine, crisp chequering to wooden grips, straw bluing to take down
lever, trigger and hammer. A scarce variant in good plus original condition.

R 19500.00

D136

9mmp Luger P0-8 Service Pistol
DWM marking to toggle, 1939 marking to chamber area. Pistol has unusual grip safety
to it and no markings to safety, numbers no longer match, back strap is marked
"1238M" indicating naval issue?, "Hoesch" marking to front strap of frame, Pistol
appears to have been refinished. Fair to good condition.
9mmp "Vopo" Luger Pistol
"S42" stamped on slide, chamber area of barrel marked 1920 & 1921, renumbered
during Vopo rebuild exercise, all numbers now match including magazine, brown
chequered composition grips with concentric circle to them. Good refinished condition.

R 6500.00

9mmp DWM Luger P-08 Pistol
Manufactured DWM 1917. Chequered wooden grips later alloy based magazine,
numbers no longer matching, wear to finish. Fair to good overall condition.
9mmp Luger P-08 Service Pistol
Manufactured DWM 1915. Matching numbers through out, straw blue finish to take
down lever, trigger and safety. Pistol has Police safety mechanism to it. Chequered
wooden grips and spare magazine. Good overall condition.
9mmp Luger P08 Pistol
Manufactured Mauser Werke 1939. Pistol is commercially proofed and has German
rust "Marking" for safety. Matching numbers to all components but for alloy based
magazine which has no number to it. Chequered wooden grips. Good to good plus
condition.
9mmp Luger P08 Service Pistol
In latter pattern issue holster with spare magazine. Manufactured "Mauser Werke
Oberndorf 1936". Original matching numbers to all components but for magazine,
bright straw blueing to trigger, take down lever and safety. Pistol is in particularly good
condition.
9mmp Luger P08 "G" Date Service Pistol
Early acceptance mark designating 1935, designed specifically to hide the continuing
German rearming in violation of the treaty of Versailles. In original holster dated 1937
with spare magazine. Scarce "G" mark marked chamber area, correct "S/42" marked
toggle. Matching numbers to barrel, frame and toggle. Mismatched number to take
down lever, detachable side plate and magazine. Black plastic grips, holster wear to
high spots and just behind plate. Overall good original condition.

R 6500.00

D137

D138

D139

D140

D141

D142

D143

D144

D145

9mmp Luger Artillery Pistol
Matching numbers to all components but for correct wooden based magazine, a rack
number appears to have been stamped below the tangent rear sight. Manufactured
DWM 1917. Take down lever, trigger and safety catch have remnants of original straw
blueing to them. Pistol has a worn blue finish to it and would benefit from a professional
re-blue. Good working order.
9mmp Walther P38 Service Pistol
Post war alloy framed variant. Slide marked "P38 Cal 9mm Para", matching numbers
to slide and frame. Pistol appears to be in good original condition.
9mm Steyr Hahn Mod 1911 Pistol
Austrian WW1 service pistol with clip fed 8rd. integral magazine & barrel length of
133mm. Some later converted to 9mm parabellum. Lhs of slide marked "Steyr 1915",
matching numbers to slide and frame, safety to hammer, chequered wooden grips.
Good original overall condition.
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R 7500.00

R 7500.00

R 9500.00
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D146

9mmk Mauser HSC Pistol
Produced by Mauser-Werke Oberndorf. Barrel length of 85mm with an 8-rd. magazine.
D/A trigger mechanism, proofed 1970. Good plus original condition.
7,65mm Walther PPK Pistol
Barrel length of 85mm & 7-rd. magazine capacity. French manufactured version,
licensed to and built by Manhurin. Finger extension to magazine, good plus original
condition.
7,65mm Walther PPK Pistol
Barrel length of 85mm & 7-rd. magazine capacity. Refinished pistol, markings to lhs of
slide removed, Walther insignia to grips, proofed 1965. Good refinished condition.

R 3250.00

D149

.450 "British Bulldog" D/A - Pre 1898
Barrel length of 2,8", smooth wooden grips, extensive engraving to frame and cylinder,
nickelled finish, which is coming off bottom of barrel, Fair to good condition.

R 1500.00

D150
D151

No Item
.32 British D/A Revolver - Pre 1898
Barrel length of 2 3/4" with chequered wooden grips, WR number applied to side of
frame, very little original finish remaining. Good working condition.
.450 RIC Type Revolver by V&R Blakemore - Pre 1898
By V&R Blakemore London, "CP (Cape Police ) & Cape Government" markings to
front strap of revolver. "British Broad Arrow ownership stamp surmounted by a C"
to top of frame, Overall silver finish, ovoid form 3,4" barrel, chequered wooden grips.

D147

D148

D152

D153

D154

D155

D156

D157

D158

D159

.38 Belgian Revolver - Pre 1898
Double action revolver with 2,9" barrel, chequered wooden grips and lanyard ring to
base of frame. Nickelled finish. Good condition.
.450 RIC Type Revolver - Pre 1898
By V&R Blakemore London. "British Broad arrow ownership stamp surmounted by
a C" to top of frame, Two numbers applied to side of frame. Some traces of original
finish to ovoid form 3,4" barrel, overall plum brown faded finish, chequered wooden
grips.
.450 Webley No.5 Revolver - Pre 1898
Marked to "V & R Blakemore London" and deleted "CMR" ( Cape Mounted Rifles)
and "CFA" (Cape Field Artillery) markings to it. WR number applied to side of frame,
Webley & Scott winged bullet trademark to front of frame. Frame and cylinder faded to
silver grey colour, 5,5" ribbed octagonal barrel still has a fair degree of bright blue
original finish to it. Good working order.
.450 Webley No. 5 Revolver - Pre 1898
Marked to " V&R Blakemore London". Revolver is interesting in that it carries both
"CMR" (Cape Mounted Rifles) and "CFA" (Cape Field Artillery) markings to it.
Octagonal ribbed barrel of 5,5", W&S flying bullet trade mark to frame, chequered
wooden grips, finish has faded to a silver grey colour but all edges are still sharp and
crisp. Good working order.
.455 Webley WG Target Model Revolver - Pre 1898
Barrel length of 7,5" replacement wooden grips, windage adjustable rear sight. Overall
finish mottled silver grey colour. Fair condition.
.455 Webley Mk1 Revolver - Pre 1898
Chequered wooden grips & lanyard ring to butt, revolver has been refinished at some
stage of it's life and displays some light pitting immediately ahead of the cylinder.
Overall, good refinished condition.
.455 Webley Mk 3 Revolver - Pre 1898
Chequered hard rubber grips with lanyard ring to butt. Military acceptance/inspection
stamps to top strap as well as broad arrow ownership stamps. Good original condition.
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D160

D161

D162

D163

D164

D165

D166

D167

D168

D169

D170

D171

D172

D173

D174

D175

.455 Webley Mk I Service Revolver
Top strap of 4" barrel marked to "MacNaughton Edinburgh", obviously a private
purchase by an officer. Some wear to finish on barrel and frame. Chip to bottom of left
hand grip. Good overall condition.
.455 Webley Mk II Revolver - Pre 1898
"NP" markings to side of frame, signifying original issue to Natal Police, "UDF"
ownership stamp to barrel and back strap. Good to good plus original condition with
plenty of original finish to revolver.
.455 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver
British military acceptance/inspection stamps and disposal marks to major parts. Good
plus original condition.
.455 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver
Barrel length of 4", chequered hard rubber grips, "UDF" ownership stamp to back
strap, slight loss of finish to barrel, overall good condition.
.455 Webley Mk VI Service Revolver
Military acceptance/inspection marks to major parts, 6" barrel, frame dated 1917,
name "M C De Beer" marked to side of barrel. Good condition.
.22lr. Enfield Revolver
Parker-Hale conversion kit fitted to .38 Enfield service revolver. Kit comprises cylinder,
5,5" barrel insert and adjustable rear sight. Chequered wooden grips, frame marked
"Enfield No2 Mk1 1931". Good to good plus original condition.
.38 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver
"SAP" marked, 5" barrel with chequered hard rubber grips, lanyard ring to grip. Good
to good plus condition.
.38 Enfield Mk I* Revolver
Barrel length of 5", ribbed black rubber grips with thumb groove, model manufactured
without hammer spur and D/A only mechanism for use by armoured vehicle crews.
Some light speckling below the finish. Fair to good condition.
.22lr Webley & Scott Mk IV Revolver
Adjustable target sights to 6" barrel, chequered hard rubber grips. Mint original
condition.
.32 Webley Mk IV Revolver
Barrel length of 3", small frame plus chequered hard rubber grip. This model does not
have a safety to frame. Very good to good plus condition.
.32 Webley Mk IV Revolver
Barrel length of 3", small frame plus small hard rubber grip, hammer safety to frame
Very good condition, includes leather flap holster.
.38 Webley Mk IV Revolver
Barrel length of 3", hammer safety to small frame which has large hard rubber grip to it,
revolver is in mint original condition.
.455 Webley Mk4 Service Revolver
British military acceptance/inspection stamps to frame. Addorsed arrow official disposal
stamps to barrel. Very good to excellent original condition with sharp edges and crisp
markings.
.455 Webley Mk 6 Service Revolver
Barrel length of 6" and squared butt which was unique to the Mk6. Chequered hard
rubber grips. Revolver is dated 1916. Good refinished condition.
.38 Webley Mk4 "War Finish" Service Revolver
Typical "rough" machining marks visible on through-out frame and 5" barrel. "War
Finish" marking to frame. Black chequered hard rubber grips and lanyard ring to butt.
Extremely good original condition.
6,35mm Ortgies Patent Pistol
Manufactured by "Deutsche Werke Erfurt", wooden grip panels with Deutsche Werke
logo to them, Jan Smuts serial number to rhs of slide, 69mm barrel, loss of finish to
slide from holster wear. Fair to good original condition.
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R 8500.00

R 8500.00

R 7500.00

R 7500.00

R 5000.00

R 2950.00

R 1250.00

R 1000.00

R 6000.00

R 1250.00

R 1250.00

R 1250.00

R 7500.00

R 4500.00

R 1450.00

R 1250.00
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D176

.223 Springfield Armoury Conversion for Colt 1911
Conversion kit by "Springfield Armoury USA" marked "1911-A2 SASS" to fit Colt
1911 pistols. Barrel length of 14,8" with Springfield marked mounts and "M6 Scout"
scope by "Springfield Armoury". Includes instruction manual. Excellent condition.

D177

7,63mm Mauser C96 Broomhandle Pistol - Pre 1898
"Conehammer" model with matching number to shoulder stock/holster. Serial number
3549 indicates 1897 manufacture. Rifling in barrel is considerably worn but exterior of
pistol is very good with correct straw bluing to trigger, selector, firing pin stop and sight
slide. Pistol also has Jan Smuts number to front strap of pistol.

R 25000.00

D178

7,63mm Mauser C96 Broomhandle Pistol - Pre 1898
With shoulder stock. Cone hammer model with unusual fixed sights. Serial number
10210 indicates 1897 manufacture. Relatively good bore, overall loss of finish,
matching numbers throughout pistol. Scarce model, unusual to encounter such a good
bore in an early pistol.
7,63mm Mauser C-96 "Flatside" Large Ring Hammer
With matching number shoulder stock. Serial number 23976 indicates 1899
manufacture. Overall fair condition with Some pit marks to both slide and frame areas.

R 15000.00

7,63mm Broomhandle Mauser Large Ring Pistol
Serial number 32642 indicates 1903 manufacture. With matching number shoulder
stock. Fair to good bore, finish of pistol is in good plus to excellent condition. Overall
good plus.
7,63mm Broomhandle Mauser C96 Pistol
Matching numbers throughout pistol, non matching numbers to stock which has been
re-enforced with a brass strap to it. Serial no. 37077 indicates 1904 manufacture.
Hinged lid has also been repaired. Bore of pistol shows usual broomhandle wear
pattern. Finish has been removed from pistol which shows an overall silver grey
exterior. Fair to good condition.
7,63mm Broomhandle Mauser C-96 Pistol
With shoulder stock and very scarce leather holster. Matching numbers to pistol, non
matching number to shoulder stock. Serial number 308494 indicates 1915 - 1921
manufacture. Pistol appears to have been reblued at some stage of its life. Good
refinished condition pistol, extremely good stock with Mauser banner to it, very good
holster.
7,63mm Broomhandle C96 Bolo Mauser Pistol
With matching number shoulder stock. Serial no. 499600 indicates 1921-23
manufacture, with Mauser banner to stock, pistol is in excellent condition with a very
good bore and would appear to have seen very little use.
7,63mm Astra Model F Pistol
With matching shoulder stock . Rear sight graduated to 1000m, selector has been
professionally and neatly modified so that it no longer engages in full auto function.
Serial number 34728, matching number include magazine and shoulder stock.
Includes spare magazine. Excellent overall condition
9mm Astra Mod E Pistol
With Matching shoulder stock. WR number has been lightly engraved to side of frame,
original serial number 30197, rear sight graduated to 500m, detachable box magazine,
pistol selector on pistol has been modified so that it only fires on semi auto function.
Good plus overall.
7,63mm Broomhandle Mauser C-96 Pistol
Serial number 131345 indicates 1911 - 1915 manufacture. Mismatched numbers to
pistol and stock, pistol has been refinished and still has a reasonable bore.

R 18500.00

D179

D180

D181

D182

D183

D184

D185

D186
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R 6500.00

R 14500.00

R 9500.00

R 11000.00

R 19500.00

R 22500.00

R 25000.00

R 9500.00
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D187

9mmk CZ Mod 91S Skorpion HMC - Cased
Includes spare magazine, suppressor and threaded muzzle cap. The 7,65mm Skorpion
was a favourite concealable HMC with the various liberation forces. The 9mmk is the
identical gun with a bit more punch to it. Barrel length of 4,5", folding skeleton stock and
fires from a closed bolt. Includes holster and spare magazine. Very good condition.

R 11500.00

D188

9mmp Star Mod Z/62 HMC
Very seldom encountered, the Star has an under folding stock, 8,3" barrel, perforated
barrel jacket and fires from an open bolt. Produced 1960 to 1970, issued to Spanish
army, Guardia civil and others. Good plus condition.
9mmp Sanna 77 HMC - Cased
SA built variant using equipment that was first used in Rhodesia to build what the
Rhodesians termed the GM15 which in turn was based on the Czech VZ24 HMC. Fires
from an open bolt with a 35round magazine. The HMC has an original Rhodesian metal
folding stock fitted to it which is far superior to the SA manufactured plastic version.
Complete with spare magazine. Gun is in good original condition

R 9500.00

D190

9mmp Mod S1 SA Uzi HMC
Licence manufactured in Pretoria, under aproval from FN, the S1 was issued to SA
Military police and Railway police units. There are no identifying marks to the SA built
variant other then a "P within a circle" to the barrel which indicated Pretoria proofing.
Extremely scarce, these have never been available on the South African commercial
market. Some dings and handling scratches overall good plus with an excellent bore.
Matching serial numbers to all components. Good original condition.

R 9500.00

D191

9mmp R76 HMC
Rhodesian designed and manufactured, frame is made of square tubular steel. Barrel
length of 6" barrel .Extended Browning HP magazine. Telescoping steel stock. Good
original condition.
9mmp BXP HMC
SA made hmc with thirty-five round magazine, folding stock which also functions as a
fore grip. Good plus to excellent condition.
9mmP BXP HMC
SA made hmc with thirty-five round magazine, folding stock which also functions as a
fore grip. Carbine has a black gun coat finish to it. Very good condition.
9mmp Inter Dynamix HMC
Fitted with detachable suppressor, carbine is marked to "Interdynamix Miami FL
9mmLuger Mod Kg-9", has a telescoping rear stock and five spare magazines and
instruction manual included. Good plus condition.
9mmp H&K SP89 MP 5 SF Model HMC
This variant of the MP5 has a short 4,75" barrel, a polymer synthetic guard to the
muzzle area to prevent muzzle burn when firing and does not come with a telescoping
stock. Sling swivel fitted to the rear, two position selector, marked "HK SP89". Mint
condition.
9mmp Sterling HMC
Designed to replace the Sten gun, the Sterling was a far superior item and developed a
reputation for reliability. This was aided by a decent magazine with a roller feed
mechanism. Ex Rhodesian army issue. Good working order and condition.

R 5500.00

D189

D192

D193

D194

D195

D196

D197

12ga Protecta Combat Shotgun
Folding stock, 11,5' barrel with twist pistol grip mounted to barrel casing, 12 round
magazine apacity. Good plus original condition.
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R 3250.00

R 7500.00

R 7500.00

R 9500.00

R 45000.00

R 8500.00

R 2500.00
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CATEGORY E ~ MODERN HANDGUNS
Lot
E1

Lot Description
9mmp Glock Mod 17 Pistol - Cased
Gen 4 Model in factory hard case, with spare magazine, grip inserts and instruction
manual. Pistol is as new.
45acp Para Ord Inc Warthog Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturer's box with spare magazine, stripping tool & instruction manual. Colt
1911 based compact multi-stack handgun with match-grade 3" barrel, 10 round
magazine, combat sights & skeleton trigger. Possibly the smallest hi-capacity magazine
.45acp pistol. Very popular as a carry gun. Good to good plus condition.

Estimate
R 7500.00

.38spl Taurus Mod 85 2" Revolver - Boxed
In factory box. Revolver is as new and appears to be unfired.
E4
.22lr Sig Sauer Mosquito Pistol - Cased
In factory hard case. Ten round magazine, D/A trigger mechanism with tactical rail,
hooked trigger guard and ambidextrous safety and windage adjustable sights, tan finish
to pistol with very light holster wear to muzzle. Includes two tactical holsters and ammo.
Good plus condition.
E5
.38spl O/U Model 7 Derringer - Boxed
In factory box. Ultra light weight alloy model with 3,1" o/u barrels, matt satin finish to
metal work, wooden grips. Condition as new, pistol appears to be unfired.
E6
9mmp Star BM Pistol
With detachable laser sight fitted to it. Pistol has 3,7" barrel and eight round magazine.
Excellent condition.
E7
.38spl Rossi Revolver
Black rubber factory grips, five shot cylinder, 2" barrel plus inside trouser holster. Very
good plus condition.
E8
.22 Star Model F Pistol
Windage adjustable sights, 4,4" barrel, ten round magazine, thumb rest type grip. Good
condition.
E9
.22lr NAA Stainless Revolver
Miniature revolver marked to "North American Arms Corp Spanish Fork Utah".
Barrel length of 27mm, right hand black plastic grip repaired rest excellent condition.
E10
.40S&W Glock od 22 Pistol- Boxed
In hard plastic factory case, including spare magazine, loader, cleaning kit and
instruction manual. Gun is in "as new" condition.
E11
9mmp Glock 19 Pistol
Plus Glock spring catch holster. Serial number NB914. Excellent condition.
E12
9mmp Davis O/U Derringer
Steel lined black finished 2,6" barrels, black plastic grips. Fair to good condition.
E13
.38spl Rossi & Taurus Revolvers x2
1. Rossi has factory rubber grips, five shot unfluted cylinder and 2" barrel. Excellent
condition.
2. Taurus is a large frame six shot cylinder, 4" barrel and chequered wooden grips. Good
condition.
E14
9mmk Luger Mod 380-15 Auto Pistol
Hooked trigger guard, D/A trigger mechanism, 15 round double stack magazine,
hammer drop safety. Good plus condition.
E15
357mag Sauer & Sohn Single-Action Revolver
Made in Western Germany, marketed by Hawes Firearms Co. in the USA. Barrel of
5,95" marked "Western Marshall". White bone grips. Good plus refinished condition.

R 2000.00

E16

R 2000.00

E2

E3

.357mag Taurus Revolver
Adjustable sights and ventilated rib to 4" barrel, chequered wooden grips with Taurus
logo to them, excellent condition.
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R 16500.00

R 5500.00

R 4500.00

R 2950.00

R 1250.00

R 1250.00

R 2000.00

R 6500.00

R 5500.00
R 3750.00
R 2000.00

R 1750.00

R 2500.00
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E17
E18

E19

E20

No Item
9mmp Norinco NZ75 Pistol
Copy of the CZ 75. Remaining finish is in a poor condition and it would have to be
redone. Fair condition.
.45acp Star PD Pistol
Compact .45 with six round magazine, chequered wooden grips, adjustable rear sight
and 3,75" barrel. Excellent condition.
.44 Pietta B/Powder Stainless Mod 1858 Revolver - Boxed
Boxed with spare main spring, nipple key and spare foresight. Octagonal barrel of 8",
revolver appears to be unfired.

R 1750.00

R 2950.00

R 4500.00

CATEGORY F ~ COLLECTOR LONGARMS
Lot
F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

F9

F10

Lot Description
.303 S.M.L.E. No 1 Mk 3 Service Rifle
Early model with provision for volley sight to front and rear of fore end. Butt socket
marked "Crown GR LSA Co Ld 1915 ShtLE III", "UDF" ownership stamp to receiver
ring. Good original condition overall but for missing brass roundel to butt.
.303 S.M.L.E. No 1 Mk 3* Rifle
"BSA Co" marked with "SRG within Triangle" to butt socket indicated Southern
Rhodesia Government ownership. "SRG" marking to lhs butt as well. Particularly good
condition overall.
.303 S.M.L.E. No 1 Mk 3 Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown ER Enfield 1901 L E 1*". Lhs of butt socket is marked
"Enfield 1907 ShtLe Cond IV", detailing a very early conversion to S.M.L.E
configuration including charger guide and safety. "BSA" markings to knox form on
barrel, brass butt roundel marked "PSGD574" indicating prison department service.
Good original condition.
.303 S.M.L.E No 1 Mk 3* Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown GR Enfield 1915 ShtLE III*" , British military acceptance
stamps and "UDF" ownership stamps to receiver ring. Good to good plus original
condition.
.303 "UDF" S.M.L.E. Service Rifle
Official SA conversion of Long Lee to S.M.L.E. status, in common with all such
converted rifles it lacks the charger guide and safety. Butt socket marked "Crown ER
Sparkbrook 1902 LE 1*", "BSA" markings to knox form of barrel, receiver carries
British acceptance and disposal stamps as well as "UDF" ownership marks. Good to
good plus condition.
.303 S.M.L.E. No 1 Mk 3* Service Rifle
"BSA Co" markings to butt socket, "UDF" ownership stamp to receiver ring as well as
"UDF" Stamp to butt. Overall good condition.
.303 S.M.L.E No 1 Mk 3 By Lithgow
Butt socket marked "Lithgow ShtLE 3 within shield 1915", "UDF" ownership stamps
to receiver ring, replacement BSA barrel. Good to good plus condition.
.303 P14 Enfield Rifle
By Winchester, bore burnished barrel by Parker Hale. Rifle was obviously used for
target purposes. British military acceptance and disposal stamps to lhs of receiver.
Good to good plus condition.
.303 P14 Service Rifle By Era
British military acceptance stamps to lhs of receiver, matching numbers to bolt and
receiver, "SRG" markings to lhs of butt indicating issue by Southern Rhodesia
Government, brass butt roundel marked "7DVN06". Good overall condition.
.303 No 4 Mk 2 Service Rifle
Manufactured by ROF Fazakerly, no doubt one of the post war SADF contract rifles.
Exceptionally good refinished condition.
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Estimate
R 3500.00

R 3500.00

R 3750.00

R 3500.00

R 3500.00

R 3500.00

R 3650.00

R 3500.00

R 3500.00

R 3500.00
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F11

.303 No 4 Mk 1 Service Rifle
Manufactured ROF Fazakerly 9/48. "UDF" ownership stamp to receiver. Good original
condition.
.303 No 4 Mk 1* Rifle
Manufactured Long Branch 1950, also marked "C4Mk1*", Canadian folded metal rear
receiver sight. Good original condition.
.303 Martini Enfield Rifle
Lhs of receiver marked "Crown VR Enfield 1895 NE 303 1", rhs of receiver marked
"Crown VR Enfield 1880 III 2", receiver also marked with "UDF" ownership and
British disposal addorsed arrows. Interesting stampings to butt stock including "RM
Enfield WD" with in a roundel, disposal stamps and various issue stamps which have
subsequently been struck out. Includes military cleaning rod. Good to good plus
condition.
.577/450 Martini Henry Mk IV Service Rifle
Long lever model as designed for use in India and other hot climates, rhs of receiver
marked "Crown VR Enfield 1888 IV 2", rack marking No. NSO664 to receiver.
Various military inspection/acceptance stamps to barrel, includes military clearing rod.
Good overall condition.
.577/450 ZAR Martini Henry Rifle
Rhs of receiver marked "Made specially for ZAR", lhs of receiver marked "Westley
Richards & Co", knox form dated "1898 with in WR triangle". Rifle is missing
clearing rod and has a mottled grey brown finish overall. Fair to good original condition.

R 3500.00

F16

.577/450 Martini Henry Rifle
Zulu War rifle dated 1874, rhs of receiver marked "Crown VR Enfield 1874 II 2". "Sx"
marked for strengthened extractor to receiver ring, extensive military acceptance and
inspection stamps to both barrel and receiver. Good overall condition.

R 6500.00

F17

.450 No.2 Musket by Westley Richards
Built on the Westley Richards improved or "Freestate" action with Whitworth Rifling to
30" full stock barrel. Rhs of receiver and barrel marked "Westley Richards & Co
London", barrel marked for "WR No.2 Musket Cartridge" below rear sight. Rifle
includes cleaning rod a few light dings and scratches to wood work but good original
condition overall.
11mm Mauser Model 71 Jaeger Rifle
Receiver marked "J G Mod 71" & "1877" indicating manufacturing date, extensive
military acceptance/inspection markings and Spandau marking to knox form. Rifle
includes swivels and clearing rod, 32,5" barrel. Extractor missing. Matching serial
numbers to metal work. some light dings and scratches to wood work. Good original
overall.
11mm Steyr Mod1886 Straight Pull Service Rifle
Chambered for the 11,15x58R black powder cartridge, barrel length of 30", two barrel
bands with pistol grip stock. Manufactured by Steyr. Some mottling of finish and some
light pit marks to rear of receiver ring. Overall good original condition.

R 7500.00

F12

F13

F14

F15

F18

F19

R 3500.00

R 3500.00

R 4750.00

R 4500.00

R 4500.00

R 3500.00

F20

.45/70 Trapdoor Springfield Model 1873 Rifle
Lock plate marked with eagle and "US Springfield 1873", breech block also mark "US
Model 1873", serial number 85824 to tang, barrel of 32,5" with good round finish to it
and rear sight adjustable to 1200 yards. Includes clearing rod, stock marked "NGH B
12". Stock has been lightly refreshed. Overall good to good plus original condition.

R 15000.00

F21

.45/70 Remington Rolling Block Rifle
Tang marked "Remington Arms Ilion NY USA" with 1864 & 1880 patent dates. Open
sights to 35,25" barrel which has had WR number applied to it. silvered finish to
receiver, "1900" marking to butt. Fair to good overall condition.

R 7504.00
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F22

9,5mm Mauser M1887 Service Rifle
It is a variation of the German Model 71/84 with a smaller trigger guard, double locking
bolt handle and chambered for the 9,5mm Turkish black powder calibre. Rear sight
graduated to 1600m, barrel length of 30", tubular 8 round magazine capacity. Rifle is
marked "Waffenfabrik Mauser Orberndorf a/Neckar Deutse Reicht". Rifle carries
commercial proofs. Rifle has been professionally refinished with patches to the straight
hand grip and professionally reblued. Cleaning rod missing, all in good working order.

R 4750.00

F23

7,92x57J Mauser Mod Gewehr 1888 Service Rifle
Tubular guard surrounding 29" barrel, straight grip stock, lhs of receiver marked
'Gewehr 1888 above nm markings". "Mauser 88" to receiver ring which appears to
be a later marking. WR number applied to receiver. Fair to good refinished condition.

R 3750.00

F24

7,92x57mm Gewehr 88 Rifle
Receiver ring marked with "Crown Erfurt 1890". Rifle has been fitted with charger
guide, has a tubular steel jacket and 29" barrel, five round clip fed magazine, includes
cleaning rod, faded grey brown finish to metal work. Stock in good original condition.
Fair to good overall.
8x50R Steyr M95 Service Rifle
Straight pull bolt action fitted with a 30" barrel, integral clip loaded magazine and
wooden hand guard. Manufactured at Steyr rifle were produced from 1895 to 1918.
Rifle was the primary Austro-Hungarian weapon and also used by Bulgaria and
Greece. Many of these rifles were converted to 8x56R calibre in the 1930's. Converted
rifles have and "S" or "H" stamped over the chamber this rifle does not carry any such
markings. Good to good plus original condition.
No Item
.22lr Erfurt Armoury Gew 88 Training Rifle
Standard Gewehr 88 service rifle marked "Crown Erfurt 1891 & Gewehr 88" with
matching numbers, which has been adapted for training purposes and fires .22 rimfire
round from a 7,5" barrelled conversion which is fitted in the muzzle of the rifle. The
work has been professionally done with a sliding dust cover to the conversion unit. Bolt
is fitted with a much elongated firing pin to activate the .22 rim fire round. All in good
plus original condition. An unusual item.
8x62R Steyr Gueddes Rifle
One of the rifles purchased by the ZAR Government following the Jameson raid. The
Gueddes was unusual in that it fired a relatively small 8mm calibre black powder round.
It had a reputation for accuracy during the Boer War. Matching numbers to all
components, "ZAR" markings to top of receiver, stock has been professionally
refinished and still retains crisp markings and no under sizing to wood. Good plus
condition.
10,4mm Swiss Model 1871 Vetterli Rifle
Curved butt plate, sights graduated to 1200m, barrel length of 33" and 11 round tube
magazine, matching numbers, square cut chequering to fore end. Includes cleaning
rod. Good to good plus original condition.
7,5mm Schmidt Rubin Model 1889 Rifle
Straight pull bolt action rifle with a 30.75" barrel and a 12 shot magazine and a cut off
device for single shot use. Blued with a full length walnut stock secured by two barrel
bands. Matching numbers to all components. Includes leather sling. Good to good plus
original condition.
7,5mm Schmidt Rubin Model 1911 Rifle
Barrel length of 30,7", 6 round magazine capacity, pistol grip to stock, matching
numbers to all metal work. Good to good plus original condition.
7,5mm Schmidt Rubin K31 Target Rifle
With Swiss dioptre target sights, iris adjustment front and rear. Complete with sling,
muzzle protector and Swiss K31 military manual, sight attachment tools and a selection
of front sight inserts included. Matching numbers to all metal work. Good plus original
condition.

R 3950.00

F25

F26
F27

F28

F29

F30

F31

F32
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R 2750.00

R 6500.00

R 11500.00

R 4750.00

R 4750.00

R 4500.00

R 9500.00
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F33

F34

F35

F36

F37

F38

F39

F40

F41

.577 Snider Carbine
Lock marked, "Crown V.R. 1861 Enfield'. Barrel length of 18,5". Good refinished
condition.
.577/450 Martini Henry Witten Carbine
Lhs of action carries Witten Coat of Arms and is dated 1879. Witten Coat of Arms to
lhs of butt as well. The Witten carbine was unique in having a sling swivel mounted to
the top rear of the butt and barrel band mounting to first band. Barrel length of 23"
includes clearing rod. Good plus original condition.
.450 No. 2 Musket Martini by Witten
Lhs of action carries Witten Coat of Arms and is dated 1882. Witten Coat of Arms to
lhs of butt as well. The Witten carbine was unique in having a sling swivel mounted to
the top rear of the butt and barrel band mounting to first band. Barrel length of 23",
missing clearing rod. Good refinished condition.
7,92x57mm KAR 88 Service Carbine
Manufactured by "C.G.Haenel Suhl 1891". Tubular guard to 8" barrel, matching
numbers, typical carbine fore and rear sights, stock has been broken through the wrist
and has a period leather repair to it. "UDF" WW2 ownership and disposal marks, "S" to
receiver ring signifies barrel upgrade to JS specification. Good condition apart from
repair to wrist.
7,65mm Argentinian Mauser Model 1891 Rifle
Lhs of receiver marked "Mauser Modello Argentino 1891 Manufactura Loewe
Berlin". Rifle has a 29,1" barrel and 5 round magazine, straight grip with half length
upper hand guard. All matching numbers including cleaning rod. Argentinian Crest has
been removed from top of receiver ring as is standard with all ex Argentinian rifles. Rifle
is in good plus original condition but for addition of rubber butt plate.
6,5x55mm Swedish Mauser M96 Rifle
Action similar to the model 1894, 29" barrel, full length stock, half length upper hand
guard and bayonet lug. Receiver ring marked "Waffenfabrik Mauser Oberndorf a/n
1900". Includes cleaning rod matching numbers. Rifle is complete with brass condition
indicator and graduation table to butt. Good plus original condition.

R 2850.00

7,63x54R Moisin Nagant Mod 1891 Sniper Rifle
Manufactured Russia 1942. Barrel length of 28,75". Rifle is fitted with issue side mount
for Russian sniper scope. Appears to have matching numbers includes cleaning rod.
Expected dings and scratches from a rifle that has seen service. Rifle is equipped with
standard lengthened bolt for sniper use. Rifle saw use in the Rhodesian Bush War.
Fairly good original condition.
6,5mm Italian Carcano Model 1891 Rifle
Produced at Brescia Arsenal 1894. Rifle has a 30,6" barrel, 6 shot Mannlicher clip
loading magazine, full length stock, split bridge receiver and tangent rear sight.
Octagonal section behind the rear sight typical of early models. Good original overall.

R 8500.00

7,92x57mm Erfurt "KS" Gew 98 Rifle
"Erfurt 1902" marking to receiver ring plus "UDF" ownership and disposal marks.
"KS" model was unique to German South West Africa and German East Africa, having
been issued to the Colonial Service "Kaiserliche Schutztruppen" forces. It has a rear
sight beginning at 200m rather then 400m as found on the standard Gewhr 98 and also
a turned down rather then straight bolt handle. This rifle is a particularly good example
with matching numbers to all components. It also has a "KS" roundel to the butt. Good
plus original condition.

R 12500.00
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R 7500.00

R 6500.00

R 4500.00

R 2500.00

R 6500.00

R 2500.00
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F42

7,92x57mm "L.P." Gew 98 Rifle
Receiver marked "Spandau 1900" and "LP 200" .LP model was unique to German
South West Africa and German East Africa, having been issued to the Colonial Service
"Landes Polizei" forces. It has a rear sight beginning at 200m rather then 400m as
found on the standard Gewehr 98 and also a turned down rather then straight bolt
handle. This rifle has matching numbers to all component also has a "LP" roundel to
the butt. Rifle has previously had a target rear sight fitted below the bolt stop which has
now been removed. There is a repaired crack to the grip. Relatively good condition.

R 12500.00

F43

6,5x58mm Portuguese Mauser M1904 Rifle
Survivor of the German South West campaign 1914/15, rifle carries Crest of both Juan
Carlos I and "UDF" ownership stamps, serial number E8225 to all major components.
Includes leather sling, Good original condition.
6,5x58mm Portuguese Mauser Rifle
Survivor of the German South West campaign 1914/15, rifle carries Crest of both Juan
Carlos I and "UDF" ownership stamps, serial number D9734 to all major components.
Includes cleaning rod and leather sling. Good original condition.
8mm Spanish M43 Mauser Rifle
Receiver ring marked "Fabrike De Armas La Coruna 1951" surmounting Spanish
Coat of Arms. Rifle has removable bayonet mount which allows for use of M43 or K98
type bayonet. Includes cleaning rod. Good original condition.
No Item
8mm Mauser K98 Rifle
Receiver ring marked "byf 43" indicating production by Mauser Werke Obendorf 1943.
Rifle includes folding front hood and cleaning rod, pressed steel front barrel band, rest
of components are milled. Rifle is in good plus professionally refinished condition.
Standard German service rifle of WW2.
8x57mm German KAR 98 Rifle
Receiver ring marked manufacturers code "27" and dated "1939". Matching numbers
to barrel, bolt, receiver and magazine. Rifle is all in good original condition but for barrel
which has been shortened to 22".
.30/06 US P-17 Rifle By Winchester
The US adopted the P-17 30/06 rifle after the British terminated production contracts
for the P-14 rifles. Barrel length of 29" and six round integral box magazine, matt blue
finish. There were approximately 2,2 million manufactured by Remington, Winchester
and Eddystone between 1917 & 1918. Good to good plus original condition.

R 2250.00

F50

7,62x54R Moisin Nagant M44 Carbine
Fitted with folding bayonet hinged at the barrel muzzle, rear tangent sight graduated to
1000m, matching numbers, some wear to finish on muzzle. Good original condition.

R 3250.00

F51

7,62x54R Moisin Nagant M38 Rifle
Manufactured Russia 1943 rifle has cleaning rod, original sling and matching numbers.
Good plus original condition.
6,5mm Beretta Carcano "Duke of Aosta" Carbine
Original Beretta Carcano presentation grade carbine made for Amadeus, the "Duke of
Aosta" by Abyssinia in 1939. Gold-plated and fully engraved receiver, gold plated
trigger and stock fittings, engraved magazine box, inlaid silver emblems on fancy grain
wooden stock. These rifles were hand made for the Duke's guard of honour by Beretta
during WW2 and it is generally accepted that only 50 of these rifles were made. This
particular model is the "Officer's Model" which has more extensive and ornate stock
inlays of which only six are known to exist. Rifle is complete, functional and fully original
with integral folding bayonet, original finish on all parts. Marked "Beretta Gardone"
and "1939 XVII" on barrel. Significant South African heritage as these rifles were
liberated by South African military forces during WW2. Excellent condition.

R 3250.00

F44

F45

F46
F47

F48

F49

F52
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R 2250.00

R 3950.00

R 6500.00

R 4500.00

R 6500.00

R 55000.00
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F53

F54

F55

F56

F57

F58

6,5mm Carcano M91/24 Carbine
Manufactured Beretta Gardone 1940. The rifle has a fixed rear sight, 18" barrel,
cleaning rod. Good original condition.
6,5mm Carcano Model TS38 Carbine
Barrel length of 17,5". Rifle was manufactured by Beretta in 1936, Beretta roundel and
stamps to butt. Good plus original condition.
6,5mm Carcano Mod 91 Carbine
Integral folding bayonet to 18" barrel. Manufactured "F.N.A Brescia 1934". Matching
numbers to stock & rifle. Good original condition.
.30M1 Carbine by Underwood
Earlier variant with flip rear sight and narrow barrel band by Underwood, serial number
2398796, includes issue sling and oiler, barrel is Underwood marked. "GHDUFF"
roundel to butt. Good original condition.
.30M1 Carbine By Quality
Rifle has adjustable rear sight, bayonet lug to barrel, oil bottle and issue webbing sling,
thirty round magazine. Quality made variants are scarce. All in good to good plus
condition.
.45acp Thomson M1A1 HMC
Receiver marked "Thompson Sub Machine Gun Calibre .45M1A1", serial number
331008. Late war time production variant which was issued with fixed rear sight, no
compensator or barrel fins to it. Converted to semi-auto only. Good original condition,

R 2250.00

R 2250.00

R 2250.00

R 12500.00

R 12500.00

R 37500.00

F59

.30/06 M1 Garand Rifle
Manufactured by Springfield Armoury with serial number 3848937. Metal work is in
good original condition, wood work has been refurbished. Good to good plus condition.

R 14500.00

F60

.30/06 M1D Garand Sniper Rifle
Manufactured by Springfield Armoury, serial number 2854245, has M1D mount fitted to
barrel with standard shortened hand guard. Rifle is in good plus condition but for
forward handguard which has square rather than rounded sections to it.
.308win M1A Springfield Rifle
Civilian semi-auto only variant of the M14 which is manufactured by Springfield
Armoury with a twenty round magazine and a spare five round detachable magazine
and provision for scope mounting to receiver. Laminated dark stock with flip up
shoulder plate, 18,5" barrel with adjustable gas port and flash hider extension to it.
Springfield Armory picatinny rail type side mount scope base included Leather sling is
marked to Springfield Armoury. All in as new condition.
7,62mm Heckler & Koch G3 Rifle
Portuguese manufactured variant produced 5/68 and fitted with SA pattern furniture
which utilized the R1 butt pad for more reach to it and triangular profile fore end which
has provision for mounting a bipod to it. Good to good plus refurbished condition.

R 14500.00

7,62x51mm Heckler & Koch G3 Rifle
Pakistani variant manufactured by Pakistani Ordnance Factory with wooden butt and
ventilated wooden fore end. Good plus condition.
7,62x39mm SKS Rifle
Chinese manufactured Norinco variant, with both Chinese markings plus "Norinco
SKS 7,62x39mm" markings to lhs of receiver. Rifle has folding cruciform section
bayonet and is in "as new" condition but for addition of rubber recoil pad.
7,62x39mm SKS Service Rifle
Chinese Military markings to lhs of receiver, matching numbers, folding cruciform type
bayonet. Some light pitting to breech area, rifle has been arsenal refurbished.

R 12500.00

F61

F62

F63

F64

F65
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R 35000.00

R 12500.00

R 6500.00

R 6500.00
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F66

7,62x51mm Sig AMT Rifle
Civilian variant of the Sig STGW57 military rifle, based on the German STG45. Pressed
steel receiver, folding bipod, wood butt and barrel jacket. Rifle is complete with canvas
sling and is manufactured by Sig. Excellent original condition.

R 45000.00

F67

7,62x39mm Czech VZ52/7 Rifle
Identical rifle to F68, but in 7,62x39mm calibre. Gas operated semi-automatic fitted with
a 20,5" barrel, folding non-detachable bayonet and detachable 10-rd box magazine.
Rifle is in good plus original good condition.
7,62x45mm CZ Model 52 Rifle
Gas operated semi-automatic fitted with a 20,5" barrel, folding non-detachable bayonet
and detachable 10-rd box magazine. Stock has a partially crack through the pistol grip
and has been repaired and refinished. Rest all in good original order.

R 7500.00

F68

F69
F70

F71

F72

F73

F74

F75

F76

F77

No Item
7,62x51mm FN/R1 Short Rifle
Standard issue R1 rifle which has been converted to short barrelled variant for
Rhodesian VIP protection services. Short 14,5" barrel with grenade launcher/flash hider
attachment to it. Lhs of receiver marked "R1-7.62mm M within U" marking. Matching
numbers to upper and lower receivers. Rifle has wooden butt and still features its
carrying handle which is unusual for ex-Rhodesian rifles. Good original condition.
Scarce.
7,62x51mm FN FAL Portuguese Service Rifle
Rifle carries typical FN markings to the rhs of receiver, FAL markings to left of receiver
but is distinctive in that it still has the Portuguese Crest to the magazine housing. All
rifles that were officially disposed of have this crest removed. Rifle is also distinctive in
that it has a 20,5" barrel with no flash hider to it but rather a mounting lug for the Model
1965 export bayonet. Good plus original condition.
7,62x51mm West German FN FAL Rifle
Also known as the STG58. Lhs of receiver marked "Gew Kal 7,62mm FN". FN
manufacture 4/57. Typical West German serial number to magazine housing, matching
manufacturer's numbers to lower and upper receivers, wooden butt, steel fore end with
provision on barrel for mounting a bipod. Barrel is variant without provision for flash
hider but has lower bayonet lug fitted. Ventilated steel handguard, unique to West
German rifles. Has provision for bipod mounting. Good plus refinished condition.
308win FN FAL Commercial Rifle
Commercial variant of the FN FAL which has lhs of Type 1 receiver marked "FAL Cal
.308". Long flash hider with bayonet lug as found on commercial variants. Excellent
refinished condition.
7,62mm FN Para-Fal Rifle
Type 2 Para-Fal with folding stock and 20" barrel, typical two position rear sight.
Receiver marked "Fabrique Nationale D'Armes De Guerre Herstal Belgique". Rifle
is in very good arsenal refinished condition.
9mmp Beretta 38/A44 HMC
Carbine has dual trigger mechanism with rear trigger removed allowing only semi-auto
fire. Flash hider, barrel jacket and bayonet lug to 12,5" barrel. Full rifle type stock. Good
to good plus condition.
7,62x39 Bulgarian AKS 47 Folding Stock Rifle
Barrel length of 16,5", under folding stock, reddish composite material fore end and
grip, milled steel receiver, thirty round magazine. Excellent original condition.
.223rem Galil R5 Configuration Rifle
Three position selector modified for semi-auto fire only. Lhs of receiver stamped "Galil
S.A.R. Cal 556 IMI Israel Action Arms Ltd Philla.pa". Flash hider to 13" barrel, flip up
night sights. Good plus original condition.
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R 6500.00

R 17500.00

R 14500.00

R 27500.00

R 14500.00

R 32500.00

R 34500.00

R 35000.00

R 18500.00
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F78

.223rem Czech VZ58 Rifle
Compact variant of the Czech VZ58, re-manufactured by Czech Small Arms with side
folding skeleton stock and 12" barrel with bayonet mounting lug below it. Black
synthetic compound furniture. Spares include 3 x 20rd. & 2 x30 magazines. As new
condition.
7,62x39mm AKM Rifle By Ishmash
Commercial variant of the AKM rifle with side folding synthetic stock and provision for
Dragunov type scope mounting. Black synthetic furniture. Very good condition.
8x57mm Yugo M76 Snipers Rifle
This is a copy of a Soviet AKM in 8x57mm with 21,5" barrel and wooden butt. Rifle is
fitted with iron sights and telescopic mount. Marked "Zastava Kragjevac Yugosalvia".
Includes M76B military sniper scope with military graticule and mounts which are
numbered to the rilfe. All accessories in issue carry bag which includes sling, oilbottle,
spare magazine and scope. As new condition.
.223 Ruger Mini-14 GB Law Enforcement Rifle
Scoped with 4x40 Nikko Stirling Gold Crown on detachable mounts. The GB fetches
twice as much as a regular mini-14 in the USA and was designed for issue to law
enforcement agencies. The GB model is unique in having both a bayonet and flash
hider as standard. Blued with 18,5" barrel, 20 rd. magazine and in very good plus
condition.
.223rem Ruger Mini-14 GB Law Enforcement Rifle
The GB fetches twice as much as a regular mini-14 in the USA and was designed for
issue to law enforcement agencies. The GB model is unique in having both a bayonet
and flash hider as standard. Blued with 18,5" barrel, 20 rd. magazine and in very good
plus condition.
.223 Ruger Mini 14 Tactical Rifle
Fitted with "Arch Angel Sparta" stock which has full length picatinny type rail to the
upper side and picatinny type rail to the bottom for torch/laser mounting, picatinny rail to
rhs of fore-end. Rifle has a telescoping polymer butt with provision for an adjustable
cheek piece. Standard five round magazine Good used condition.

R 19500.00

F84

.223 Beretta 70/223 S/A Rifle
Whilst resembling the Sig 530-1,the Beretta has significant internal design differences.
The 70/223 has a combination grenade launcher/flash suppressor built into the barrel.
The grenade launcher is positioned behind the front sight pivoting on the front sight
base. Composition stock & fore-end, scope mount to top rail, peep sight and 19" barrel
including flash hider. Comes with 3 x 35rd. magazines. Good original condition. Scarce.

R 37500.00

F85

.577 Hollis & Sons Rifle
Octagonal 25,5" barrel with five leaf rear sight and "I Hollis & Sons" engraved to it.
Ornate engraved lock plate, hammer and breech block, inside of hammer has a small
chip to it, horn fore end tip, wrap around chequering to fore end and straight wrist, steel
butt plate, well figured wood, silver grey finish to metal work. Fairly good overall.

R 2450.00

F86

.45/70 Shiloh Sharps Rifle
Octagonal 34,25" barrel marked to "R W Snover Leighton, PA." and "Sharps 45-70"
is further engraved on barrel. Mike Neuman manufactured adjustable peep fore sight
and tang rear peep sight, double trigger mechanism, better grade American walnut
stock with cheek piece, colour case hardened action is marked to "Shiloh, Rifle Mfg
Co Big Timber Montana". Both gun and bore are in particularly good condition.

R 17500.00

F79

F80

F81

F82

F83
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R 15000.00

R 35000.00

R 8500.00

R 8500.00

R 7500.00
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F87

F88

.450 Westley Richards Falling Block Action Rifle
Built on the M1873 Deeley Edge in .450 no.2 calibre. Round barrel of 35,75" marked
"Westley Richards & Co. London", " Made for "WR Metford Cartridge" & "Metford
Rifling". Action with off set underlever and marked to "Westley Richards & Co.
London", serial number 8215 to both barrel and action, horn fore end tip, wrap around
chequering to both fore end and wrist, well figured butt with Silvers recoil pad to it,
relatively good bore, woodwork is exceptionally good refurbished condition, target type
rear sight, windage adjustable tunnel fore sight. Gun is in particularly good overall
condition.
.450 No 2 Musket Fields Pat. By Schoenfeld London
Field's patent side lever , falling block hammer action with 28" barrel marked
"Scholefield London & Birmingham" & "Ammunition No 2 Musket". Side of action
marked "Fields Patent No 1927 1877". Dark fore end tip, wrap around chequering to
fore end, two panel chequering to wrist with steel grip cap, Silvers recoil pad to butt.
Good bore, overall gun is in particularly good refurbished condition.

F89

.577/450 Army & Navy Sporting Rifle
Martini Henry action marked "Army & Navy CSL London 20050", open sights to 28"
barrel. Horn fore end tip and flat top wrap around chequering to both fore end and
straight wrist, steel butt plate, relatively well figured stock. Gun has a mint bore and
approximately 70% original finish to it. Overall good to good plus original condition.

F90

.25/20WCF Winchester Mod 65 Lever-Action Rifle
The Model 65 was manufactured 1933-47 and features a 22,75" barrel, half-length
magazine tube, steel nose cap and pistol grip type stock with a chequered steel butt
plate. Gun has lost most of it's original finish from both barrel and action and is now a
silver grey colour. Woodwork still good. Good working order.
22lr Anschutz Mod 1420 Sporting Rifle
Bolt action with open sights to 23" barrel and 5 round magazine. Very good plus original
condition.
22lr Brno Mod 581 Semi-Auto Sporting Rifle
Open sights to 22" barrel, plus integral scope base to receiver, manufactured 1974,
extended 16 shot magazine, some very light scratches to walnut stock. One of the
more desirable .22 semi autos constructed of wood and steel. Good original condition.

F91

F92

F93
F94

F95

F96

F97

F98

F99

R 12500.00

R 4750.00

No Item
22lr Winchester Mod 62A Pump-Action Rifle
Serial number 218144. Take down action, open sights to 23" barrel, some light
scratches to finish on wood work but good overall condition.
22lr FN Browning Semi-Auto Rifle
Take down rifle with 19" barrel and replacement wooden butt to it. Some light wear to
finish on metal work, action, refinished woodwork.
22lr Remington Nylon 66 Rifle
Open sights to 19,5" barrel, scope rails to receiver, tubular magazine with brown nylon
butt stock. Mint condition.
.22 Unique Rifle/Pistol Combination
Consists of a separate pistol with 3" barrel and rifle stock with 18" barrel. Can be used
as either rifle or pistol. Excellent condition.
.22lr Miroku Semi-Auto Rifle
Take down action with 19" barrel, silencer and 4x32 scope. Miroku made variant of the
.22lr FN Browning. Excellent condition.
.22lr Brno Mod 2 Bolt-Action Rifle
Manufactured 1969, open sights to 25" barrel, muzzle of which is threaded for a
silencer, Bisley 4x32 scope fitted, five round clip magazine. Good to good plus
condition.
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R 13000.00

R 3750.00

R 4750.00

R 0.00
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F100

F101
F102

F103

F104

F105

F106

F107

F108

.22lr Mauser MN410B Rifle
Bolt action sporter with mini 98 action, 24" barrel with open sights fitted to it, receiver
grooved for scope mounting, magazine missing. Otherwise rifle is in excellent
refinished condition.
.22lr Remington Matchmaster Bolt-Action Rifle
Open sights to 27" barrel, magazine missing, stock in good refinished condition.
.22lr BSA Martini International Mk 2 Match Rifle
Rifle is complete with all ancillaries including tunnel foresight, adjustable dioptre target
rear sight, palm stop and free standing position rifle support, 29" heavy barrel. Rifle is in
excellent condition.
.22lr Voere Sporting Rifle
Bolt action sporter with open sights to 21,25" barrel. Dove-tailed receiver, ten round
magazine. Stock has two panel chequering to both fore-end and pistol grip.
Cheekpiece and solid butt plate to stock. Excellent overall condition.
.22lr. Winchester Mod 61 Slide-Action Rifle
Round 24" barrel with open sights. Rifle now has a WR number, original serial number
still evident, no. 93996. Ribbed fore-end, pistol grip stock, chequered steel butt plate.
Gun is in good plus original condition.
.22hnt BSA Martini Custom Rifle
Barrel length of 25" with quarter rib for mounting of scope sight. Rifle carries SA proof
marks to both barrel and action. Very good plus condition.
.22hnt Krupp Bolt-Action Rifle
Single shot with open sights to 27,5" barrel, 4x40 Ram WA scope fitted to side mount,
well figured walnut stock with cheek piece to it. Good plus condition.
.243win Husqvarna Rifle
Ramp fore sight to 26" Bofors barrel, rifle is built on commercial FN M98 action,
equipped with a Nikko Sterling 3,5-10x40 Gold Crown scope, slight chip to schnabel
fore end, two panel chequering to both fore end and pistol grip, cheek piece and red
recoil pad to butt. Rifle shows some signs of use but can be classified as good overall
condition.
.250sav Kurz Mauser Type B Sporting Rifle
Built on single square bridge Kurtz action, matching numbers to barrel, action and bolt,
serial no 116621 indicating 1936 manufacture. Ramp fore sight and tangent rear sight
to 22" barrel, two panel chequering to pistol grip, cheekpiece and solid Mauser butt
plate to stock, bore is excellent, metal work appears to be excellent original condition,
stock is possibly refinished. All in excellent condition. a very desirable rifle.

R 3500.00

R 1000.00
R 4500.00

R 4500.00

R 4500.00

R 3250.00

R 2750.00

R 7500.00

R 45000.00

F109

270win Mannlicher Mod 1952 Rifle
Last and possibly most desirable of the Mannlicher rifles which were manufactured of
wood and steel. Open sights to 24" barrel which has additional barrel band mounting to
the stock, double trigger mechanism and low rear swept bolt handle for scope use,
Lynx Professional series 3-9x40scope on Lynx mounts, tang safety to pistol grip, black
fore end tip and wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to pistol
grip, cheek piece and solid recoil pad to well figured stock. Good plus condition.

R 19500.00

F110

7x57mm Mauser B Type Sporting Rifle
Serial number 115977 indicating 1935 manufacture. Ramp fore sight, barrel band
swivel and tangent rear sight to 24" barrel, stippled Mauser banner to top of receiver,
"Mauser Werke a/g Oberndorf a/N" to lhs of receiver. Rifle has double triggers and
lever release magazine box. Two panel chequering, cheek piece and Mauser butt plate
to stock. Good bore. Excellent professionally refinished condition.

R 17500.00
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F111

7x57mm Mauser A Type Rifle
Serial number 110114 indicates 1931 manufacture. Rifle has ramp fore sight, barrel
band swivel, five leaf express rear sight to 24" barrel. Metal chequered Mauser banner
to top off receiver ring. "Waffen Fabrik Mauser_ Oberndorf a/N" to lhs of receiver,
trigger guard release to magazine floor plate, stock has horned fore end tip, wrap
around chequering to both fore end and pistol grip, cheek piece and chequered steel
butt plate, good bore. Rifle is in excellent professionally refinished condition.

R 25000.00

F112

275H&H mag Cogswell & Harrison Rifle - Scoped
Fitted with Schmidt & Bender 4x36 scope on H&H type QD mounts and magnum
magazine box with increased capacity. Two leaf rear sight to 26" barrel, ramp foresight
and barrel band swivel. Well figured stock, wrap around chequering to fore-end, two
panels to wrist, cheekpiece to butt and solid red recoil pad. L.O.P =14". Gun is being
sold with a set of dies and approx 30 x cases which would be suitable for reloading.
Repaired chip immediately behind bolt handle, otherwise very good original condition.
Bore good.
7x61mm Schultz & Larsen Mod M65DL Sporting Rifle
Ramp fore sight to 25" barrel. Barrel marked "7x61S&H & Twist 10", receiver marked
"Schultz & Larsen Rifle Co. Otterup Denmark M65DL", 3-12x40 Tasco scope fitted,
adjustable trigger and trigger guard magazine floor plate release. Monte Carlo styled
stock has two panel chequering to both pistol grip and fore end, white line spacer and
dark wooden grip cap to grip, Schultz & Larsen marked ventilated recoil pad. Good plus
original condition.
7mm rem mag Musgrave K98 Deluxe Rifle
Heavy sporter barrel with ramp fore sight and two leaf rear sight, low scope safety to
bolt and adjustable trigger, Lynx 3-9x40 scope, rifle is fitted with a left hand cheek
piece, de luxe styled stock with ebony fore end tip and grip cap, two panel chequering
to fore end and pistol grip and solid red recoil pad. Good original condition.

R 65000.00

F115

7x 57 Octagonal Barrel Mauser Sporting Rifle
Octagonal 28" barrel with integral fore sight, barrel swivel, leaf & ladder rear sight,
barrel is marked "A P Walshe Johannesburg & Pietersburg", lhs of receiver marked
"Deutche Waffen Und Munitions Fabriken Berlin", trigger release to magazine floor
plate stock has horn tip and wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering
to semi pistol grip, cheek piece and basket weave type butt plate. Rifle displays a few
dings and scratches and slight wear to the original finish.

R 7500.00

F116

7x57 Brno Mod 21 Rifle
Manufactured 1951. Barrel of 24" with ramp fore sight, barrel band swivel and rear
sight, small ring receiver has integral scope mounts, butter knife type bolt handle, Brno
low scope safety, double triggers and button release mag floor plate. Stock has
schnabel fore end, two panel chequering to pistol grip and fore end, cheek piece and
replacement ventilated rubber recoil pad. Rifle has a fairly good bore and is in good
original overall condition, fitted with 2,5x Bushnell Banner scope.
30-06 Sako L61R Finnbear Rifle
Ramp fore sight and tangent rear sight to 24" barrel, integral scope bases to receiver,
adjustable trigger and hinge mag floor plate, butt has gloss finish, two panel chequering
to fore end and pistol grip, Monte Carlo type cheek piece and ventilated Sako recoil
paid. Good plus original condition.
.30/06 Husqvarna Rifle
Bolt action sporter with 24" barrel and Lynx professional series 3-9x42 scope, built on
FN-Mauser commercial barrel and action, Schnabel fore end with two panel
chequering, two panel chequering to pistol grip, cheek piece and decelerator pad to
butt, stock shows some signs of carry wear. Overall good condition.

R 9500.00

F113

F114

F117

F118
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R 14500.00

R 9500.00

R 13500.00

R 7500.00
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F119

F120

F121

.308win Musgrave "Vrystaat" Rifle
Built on commercial 98 Mauser action with solid side wall low profile bolt shroud,
adjustable trigger and hinged floor plate. Ramp fore sight and Williams rear sight to 24"
barrel, 4-12x50 telescope mounted, wooden fore end tip and grip cap plus wrap around
chequering to fore end and grip on Monte Carlo styled butt with Musgrave recoil pad.
Excellent bore, good plus condition.
.30/06 Musgrave Mod 80 "SWK" Rifle
One of a special series produced for Sentral Wes Ko-op, the rifle has SWK serial
number range and is also marked "Sentral Wes Mod 80" to lhs of receiver. Ramp fore
sight and Williams rear sight to 24" barrel, 4x32 Tasco scope fitted, hinged floor plate
and adjustable trigger. The stock had a unique form of style for Sentral Wes with a
triangular shaped fore end, two panel chequering to pistol grip and fore end and square
profiled cheek piece, ventilated Musgrave recoil pad. Very good condition. Rifle should
make a desirable collectors item.
.30/06 Krico Rifle
Ramp fore sight and fixed rear sight to 24" barrel, rifle is fitted with a Nikko Sterling 39x40 scope, lhs of receiver marked "Krico Kriegeskorte & Co Gmbh. StuttgartMade in Germany". Detachable box magazine, stock has Schnabel type fore end, two
panel chequering to fore end and pistol grip, cheek piece with Bavarian styling to butt
and ventilated recoil pad. Includes three spare magazines. Very good plus condition.

F122

8x57mm Mauser M98 Rifle
Rifle by "Rudolf Hoffmann Uelzen/Hann". Octagonal to round ribbed barrel of 24"
with integral ramp fore sight and two leaf rear sight. Rifle has Einhak Montagen bases
fitted to the engraved receiver, flat butter knife type bolt handle, double triggers with
shotgun style trigger guard and engraving to the trigger guard and floor plate, butt has
Schnabel type fore end, two panel chequering to pistol grip, shadow line cheek piece
and solid red recoil pad to well figured butt. Obviously a better quality rifle and now has
a few dings and scratches to wood work.

F123

.338win mag FN Browning Semi-Auto Rifle
Rifle fitted with Weaver K4W scope, barrel of 24" has folding leaf rear sight and ramp
front sight, three round magazine. Wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel
chequering to grip, solid Browning recoil pad to butt. Excellent original condition.

F124

9,3x62mm Mauser M98 Sporting Rifle
Light weight sporter with ramp fore sight and two leaf rear sight to 22,5" barrel, receiver
is drilled and tapped for scope mounting, double trigger mechanism with lever release
floor plate, cheek piece to butt which is fitted with a solid "Decelerator" recoil pad,
Schnabel type fore end, matt finish to metal work. Rifle has a repaired chip to upper
tang. Would make an excellent carry gun weight 6.25 pounds.
338win mag FN -Browning Sporting Rifle
Rifle is built on commercial M98 Browning action with Brownings patent bolt stop, side
safety, adjustable trigger and hinged floor plate, engraving to floor plate and trigger
guard, barrel of 24,5" has ramp fore sight and adjustable rear sight. Leupold 1,5-5x
scope fitted on QD mounts. Well figured walnut stock has wrap around chequering to
fore end and pistol grip, Monte Carlo styled butt and Browning marked ventilated recoil
pad. All in excellent original condition.
.375H&H mag Take Down Rifle by Holland & Holland
Serial number 2169. Ramp fore sight with folding hood and barrel band swivel to 25"
barrel, rear sight base is in place but sight blade removed to enable sighting with Rigby
style cocking piece mounted, adjustable peep sight. Barrel is marked "Holland &
Holland 98 New Bond Street London", knox form marked "Hollands 357 Magnum
Rimless Cartridge Hydro Steel". Stock has wrap around chequering to fore end, recoil
lug, two panel chequering to wrist, cheek piece, solid red recoil pad and steel grip cap
with opening trap. Good plus bore, excellent overall condition.

F125

F126
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R 9500.00

R 11500.00

R 9500.00

R 7500.00

R 14500.00

R 6500.00

R 13500.00

R 135000.00
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F127

F128

F129

F130

F131

F132

F133

F134

F135

375H&H mag Sako Mod 85L Rifle
Barrel of 24,5" has ramp fore sight and fixed rear sight, Leupold VX7 1,5-6x24mm
scope, detachable box magazine and adjustable trigger to action. Two panel
chequering to fore end and pistol grip, shadow line cheek piece to well figured butt
which has solid red recoil pad, double recoil lugs to action. Mint condition.
10,75x68mm Oberndorf Mauser Rifle
Octagonal barrelled Mauser rifle. Integral fore sight and sliding tangent rear sight to 24"
barrel which is marked "Waffenfabrik Mauser A/G Oberndorf an Nekar". Serial
number 83755 indicates 1921 manufacture. Single square bridge action which is fitted
with correct period see through scope mounts and has a 2-7x32 Tasco scope mounted.
Double recoil lugs to receiver, lever release floor plate, double trigger action. Wrap
around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to pistol grip which is mounted
with a steel cap, cheek piece and solid butt plate to well figured stock. Rifle bore
displays expected accepted wear to rifling. Rifle is in an excellent professionally
refinished condition.
.458mag FN Browning M98 Rifle
Ramp fore sight and three leaf rear sight to 24" barrel. Rifle is built on commercial FN
Mauser action which has solid side wall, swept bolt handle, low profile shroud, side
safety, adjustable trigger and button release mag floor plate. Stock has wrap around
chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to pistol grip, cheek piece and FN recoil
pad. Rifle is in an excellent over all condition apart from one or two light scratches to
varnish finish on stock.
.500jeffery Custom Rifle by Jurie Majoor
Custom rifle built on double square bridge magnum Mauser action by the late,
renowned custom rifle smith, for sale on Phasa auction 1999. Rifle has 24" barrel
carrying banded front sight, barrel band swivel and quarter rib with three leaf rear sight
mounted to it. Magnum magazine floor plate has Phasa symbol to it with gold outline
and dated 1999. Wrap around chequering to fore end which also features barrel
mounted recoil lug, as well as double recoil lugs to the action, pistol grip with wrap
around chequering and steel grip cap, solid red Silvers recoil pad with well figured
classic styled stock. Extremely well built rifle with classic lines, excellent condition.
.410 Stevens Model 530 S/S Shotgun
Good bores to 26" barrels, box lock, double trigger, extractor action, colour case
hardened receiver, high percentage original blue remaining to barrels. Good original
condition overall.
20ga Zabala S/S Shotgun
Box lock, double trigger, extractor action, excellent bores to 27,75" barrels, tight lock
up, wrap around chequering to beaver tail fore end, Butt has been shortened and then
refitted with original wood giving 14" lop. Overall good plus original but for extension on
butt.
16ga Belgian S/S Shotgun
Box lock, double trigger, non-ejector engraved action with side clips and Greener type
cross bolt, good bores to 28,5" barrel, tight lock up, wrap around chequering to both
fore end and straight wrist, 15" lop to stock which has been fitted with Pachmayr
decelerator recoil pad. Good plus condition.
.22lr/410 Savage Model 24 Rifle
Open sights to 24" barrels, bores are good, lock up is tight. Very good refurbished
condition.
.22/410 Savage Model 24 Rifle
Open sights to 24" barrels, bores are good, lock up is tight, colour case hardened
action. Good original condition but for barely visible replacement chip to bottom of
stock.
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R 17500.00

R 35000.00

R 14500.00

R 95000.00

R 1950.00

R 5000.00

R 2000.00

R 2250.00

R 2250.00
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F136

F137

9,3x72R/16ga S/SCombination By J P Sauer & Sohn
Scalloped box lock, double trigger action, with cocking indicators, bold fences and
extensive engraving, marked to "J P Sauer & Sohn Suhl", good plus bores to 26,75"
barrels, horn tip and wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to
pistol grip, cheek piece to butt which has a basket weave type butt plate fitted, some
slight loss of finish above right hand chamber due to carrying wear. Overall the gun is
in good to good plus condition.
12ga/7,92x57Rmm German Drilling
Greener type cross bolt, side clips and disk set strikers to scalloped box lock action, full
engraving to action top levers and trigger guard with cocking indicators to action. Good
bores to 29,5" barrels, flip up rear sight when rifle barrel is engaged, wrap around
chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to semi pistol grip type stock with
Germanic butt plate to it. Overall very good plus refurbished condition.

R 7500.00

R 17500.00

F138

12ga Joseph Lang & Sons S/S Shotgun
Nitro proofed, steel 30" barrels marked "G F Whitby from Joseph Lang & Son" & "2
Sheldon road Cricklewood N .W.". Barrels choked 3/4 and1/2. Boxlock ejector
scalloped action extensively engraved, displaying a fair degree of original colour case
hardening to it. Sunken panel chequering to stock, extremely well figured walnut stock.
Mint bores, tight lock up. Superior grade firearm in very good original condition.

R 19500.00

F139

12ga S/S Shotgun By William Evans
Engraved, box lock double trigger, ejector action, relatively good bores to 30" barrels,
loose top rib, possible replacement fore end, two panel chequering to straight wrist and
Pachmayr recoil pad to butt. Fair to good condition.
12ga Greener S/S Box Lock Shotgun
Built on the Greener Empire action, some light pitting to 30" bores, nitro proofed for
1,25oz loads, horned tip to chequered fore end, wrap around chequering to semi pistol
well figured stock, Pachmayr "Decelerator" recoil pad to butt, typical Greener side
safety. Professionally reblued fairly good condition.
12ga Lancaster S/S Shotgun
Side lock ejector action with double triggers, relatively good bores to 30" barrels, top rib
marked "Charles Lancaster's W&R Hammerless ejector". Lancaster crown trade
mark to locks and top rib. Chequering to fore end tip and straight grip, Whiteline recoil
pad to butt giving a 14,75" lop, tight action. Relatively good refinished condition.

R 5000.00

12Ga Holland & Holland Royal S/S Shotgun - Cased
In factory oak & leather case with all accessories. Gun is black powder proofed with
30" steel barrels. Sidelock action has full rose & scroll engraving with correct straw and
peacock bluing to pins, lever etc. Very highly figured walnut stock. Cleaning kit, oil
bottle & H&H snap-caps to case. All in very good condition. Canvas carrying bag to
protect leather case.
12ga Beretta SO4 sidelock Shotgun - Twin Barrel set
High grade gun which is cased in a Beretta factory hard case. First barrel set is a pair
of 30" barrels which are equipped with a set of six Teague multi-chokes and wrench.
Second set of 28" barrels choked imp. cylinder. Cross bolt to sidelock action which is
equipped with scroll engraved sidelocks and single trigger. L.O.P. of 14,75" to high
grade walnut stock which has a pistol grip type stock and Pachmayr "Decelerator" pad.
All in excellent condition.
12ga Browning A5 Shotgun - Cased
Fn Belgian made semi-auto "Humpback" in custom wooden case. Barrel length of
29,5", straight English styled stock. Extremely good original condition.

R 95000.00

F140

F141

F142

F143

F144
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R 3500.00

R 7503.00

R 95000.00

R 3250.00
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F145

12ga Arrizabalaga Sidelock S/S Shotgun - Cased
Top grade sidelock ejector game gun with hand-detachable lock plates, disc-set
strikers and side clips to rose & scroll engraved colour case-hardened action. Gun has
27,75" steel barrels which are choked 1/2 & 1/4 and marked "Acero Chromo Niquel"
and "Pedro Arrizabalaga-Eibar". Gun has a straight English styled stock of superior
grade walnut with a 14,5" L.O.P. All in mint condition. Arrizabalaga has a reputation for
only making top-grade guns and prices for cased guns normally start at around
$29000.
12Ga Webley & Scott Shotgun - Cased
In canvas and leather case marked to Alex Martin inside lid. Boxlock ejector action with
28" nitro-proofed steel barrels which are choked 3/4 & 1/4. Barrels marked to "Webley
& Scott Ltd. Birmingham" & "55 Victoria Street London S.W.1." . Border scroll
engraving to action, straight wrist. Well figured walnut stock with chequering that would
clean-up well. Some loss of finish to action which is border engraved. Good blued finish
to barrels. Case includes cleaning rods, snap-caps and variety of brushes/jags. A good
clean gun with good bores and a tight action.

R 35000.00

F147

12ga Boss Sidelock S/S Shotguns - Pair - Cased
A matched pair of best quality sidelock ejector shotguns, formerly the property of the
renowned SA industrialist "Punch Barlow". Guns are consecutively numbered 6441 &
2. The guns are numbered "1 & 2" and the barrels of No.2 have been replaced/resleeved by Westley Richards and reproofed. Both sets are proofed for 70mm loads.
Both guns carry full rose & scroll engraving to the ejector actions which are marked to
"Boss & Co.". Superbly figured walnut stocks with 14,25" lengths of pull. Oak &
leather makers case with label to lid addressed to "13 Dover St. Piccadilly" and
leather and canvas protective cover to case. Case includes snap caps, cleaning rods
and barrel handguard. All in excellent condition.

R 650000.00

F148

.45/70 C W Andrews Double Rifle - Cased
Cased in leather & canvas English case which has been professionally refinished by
John Matthews. Rifle is a back-action sidelock hammer gun which has been
professionally refurbished by Willie Pretorius in an exercise that involved replacing
barrels, replacing fore-end and re-bluing. Barrels marked "C. W. Andrews Ld. London
Ammunition .450 Express" and "Willie Pretorius Master Gunsmith cal.45-70 ".
Barrel length of 26" with three leaf rear sight. Lock plates marked "C. W. Andrews
Ld.". Pistol grip stock with 14,25" L.O.P. steel grip cap, escutcheon plate to stock and
ribbed horn butt plate. Case includes nickel oil bottle, brass take-down cleaning rod,
English sling and three turn-screws. All in excellent condition.

R 37500.00

F149

.303brit Rigby S/S Double Rifle - Cased
Rifle is a top-lever, boxlock ejector gun with 28" barrels carrying a leaf and ladder rear
sight and a ramped rib front sight. Barrels have a "dolls-head" locking extension to
them and are marked "John Rigby & Co. 72 St. James's St London and at Dublin".
Gun is proofed for 38grs. of Rifleite. Serial number 6492. Greener type side safety to
stock. Rifle has been professionally restocked with high grade walnut and has a solid
red Silver's recoil pad fitted to the butt. Supplied in a hard canvas and leather case with
a Rigby double rifle manual, trade label, charge sheet, oil bottle and custom knife.
Barrel shows typical "cordite burn" to the grooves but should still make a good shooter.
Very good refinished condition.

R 130000.00

F150

12ga CZ O/U Twin Barrel Set Shotgun - Cased
First set of barrels are marked "Model ZH102", are 26" long and have ported muzzle
vents. Second set of barrels are 30" in length, choked 3/4 and 1/2 and are marked
"Model ZH103". Action is typical CZ slide-back type. Gun is configured with double
triggers which can be used in either single or double trigger fashion. All in excellent
condition. Gun is in a custom made hard gun case.

F146
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R 4500.00

R 6500.00
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F151

12ga Browning B25 O/U Shotgun - Cased
Chardonnay Model D3 built at the FN custom plant in Belgium. Known as the
superposed in USA. Set of five Teague chokes come fitted to 31,75" ribbed barrels
which are in excellent condition. Extensive rose & scroll engraving to single selective
trigger, ejector action. L.O.P. of 14,5" to select grade stock with pistol grip and
Pachmayr "Decelerator" pad fitted. Cased and all in excellent condition.

F152

12ga Beretta hammer S/S Shotgun - Cased
Gun was built in 1939 on a "monobloc" with bar action hammer sidelocks. Gun has a
square cross bolt and side clips to the action. Steel nitro-proofed barrels of 28,5"
marked "Cockerill Extra", "Monobloc Vittoria" and "Pietro Beretta Gardone V.T."
Lock plates are marked with a Pointer engraving to one side and a snipe to the other.
Extensive scroll engraving to action. Stock has straight English styled wrist and stock
has had an extension added to it to give a long 15" L.O.P. The gun appears to be in
extremely good original condition and it is very seldom that one can acquire a hammer
gun that is suitable for modern loads. This is such a gun.
12ga Westley Richards S/S Shotgun - Cased
In brass-cornered leather factory case with Westley-Richards label to lid. Boxlock
ejector gun with 30" nitro-proofed barrels choked Full & Imp. Cyl. Very good bores.
Serial number T8019. Semi-pistol grip type stock of well-figured walnut. Horn tip to foreend. Westley-Richards marked solid butt plate. Much colour case-hardening to action.
Gun appears to be in particularly good original condition and shows very little signs of
use. Case in good plus condition as well.
12ga Winchester M21 S/S Shotgun
Box lock single selective trigger ejector action, barrel length of 30" with 1/2 & 3/4
chokes, beaver tail type fore end, pistol grip stock of well figured walnut, serial number
11756, good bores, tight action. The model 21 has long been one of the most sought
after American shotguns. Action appears to have been reblued otherwise good original
condition.
12ga Winchester M12 Pump-Action Shotgun
Serial number Y2025766. Ventilated rib, full choke 30" barrel with additional bead to
middle of rib. Highly figured pistol grip style stock with ventilated recoil pad, four panel
chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to wrist, 14,5" lop. Good to good plus
condition. A sort after gun.
.45/75 Winchester M1876 Lever Rifle - Pre 1898
"Afrika" model with 8-leaf express rear sight. Serial number 37225 indicates 1890
manufacture. Rifle has 28" octagonal barrel, full length magazine tube, straight grip,
crescent butt plate and walnut stock. Stock is chipped below tang, has been refinished
at some stage and is missing the front & rear sling swivels. No original finish remaining
to rifle which is a silver-grey colour to the metalwork. Good working order.

F153

F154

F155

F156

F157

R 67500.00

.375H&H mag Musgrave "Afrika" Mod 98 Rifle
Particularly scarce variant of the "Afrika" model, one other version of which is known,
built by Musgrave custom shop. Folding hood front sight, barrel band swivel and
quarter rib with one fixed and three folding sights to 24" barrel. Leupold Vari X2
compact 1-4 scope on H&H type QD mounts. Low scope safety and adjustable trigger
with large magnum type magazine box with "Afrika" marked straddle floor plate. Built
on a DWM M98 action. Stock has ebony fore end tip, wrap around chequering to both
fore end and pistol grip, engraved steel grip cap, shadow line cheek piece and solid red
recoil pad to well figured walnut stock. The mod 90 actioned "Afrika" model is often
encountered but there is only one other Mod 98 actioned "Afrika" model known. A top
grade rifle in exceptionally good condition.
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R 6500.00

R 17500.00

R 29500.00

R 6500.00

R 22500.00

R 40000.00
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F158

F159

F160

.303 BSA Lee-Sporting Rifle - Pre 1898
Folding front hood, barrel swivel and leaf and ladder rear sight to 25" barrel. Action has
flat bolt handle, five round magazine, border engraving to action and magazine and is
"BSA" marked. Horned fore end tip and grip cap, wrap around chequering to fore end
and pistol grip, steel butt plate with hinge opening to it. Bore should still be quite
shootable, well figured walnut stock. Good to good plus condition.
.275 Rigby Sporting Rifle
Built circa 1899 on a small ring Mauser Oberndorf action. The bore is very sharp with
some very minor darkening that will clean up. The rifle overall is in very good to
excellent condition and has a quick detachable side mount with a Leupold scope. There
are some expected handling and storage dings (very light) to the stock. the cocking
piece peep sight is not present but the cocking piece is dove tailed to receive one.
Overall the rifle is in original condition and appears not to have been re-worked at all.
Small ring Rigby's in .275 are rare.
7,62MM Sig AMT Rifle
Civilian variant of the Sig STGW57 military rifle, based on the German STG45. Pressed
steel receiver, folding bipod, wood butt and barrel jacket. Rifle is manufactured by Sig.
It has had an extension piece added to the stock to give an extend length of pull. This
can easily be sestored to original confiquration. Very good condition.

R 4500.00

R 120000.00

R 27500.00

CATEGORY G ~ MODERN LONGARMS
Lot
G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

G6
G7

G8

G9

Lot Description
12ga Silma O/U Shotgun - Boxed
New gun which has never been previously registered to an individual. In factory box.
Barrel length of 29,75" choked full & full. Single trigger, ejector action with border
engraving. Walnut pistol grip stock with ventilated pad. Unfired condition.
.22lr Savage Mk 2 Bolt-Action Rifle
Complete with 10 and 5 shot magazines, Redfield 3-9x42 Battlezone scope on
picatinny type mounts, fluted 16" barrel plus Sus-Tac Silencer, adjustable cheek piece
to synthetic stock. Excellent condition.
.22 LR Norinco JW15A Rifle
Barrel length of 23,5" with open sights and muzzle threaded for suppressor, Red Fox
4x32 AO scope, five round magazine, Realtree sling. All in excellent condition.

Estimate
R 7500.00

R 6000.00

R 2250.00

.223rem CZ 527 Varmint Rifle
Heavy profile 25,5" barrel, five round detachable box magazine, two panel chequering
to fore end and pistol grip. Excellent original condition.
6,5x55 CZ 550 Rifle
Barrel length of 24", two panel chequering to both wrist and fore end, cheek piece to
Bavarian style butt with solid CZ recoil pad. Excellent condition.
No Item
270win Weatherby Vanguard Rifle
Fitted with Bushnell Elite 6500 2,5-16x 30mm scope and GRS custom laminated stock
plus Aim Zonic Triton 402S Swedish silencer. Custom laminated stock has adjustable
cheek piece and also adjustable lop to it. All in excellent condition.
.30/06 CZ 550 Rifle
Fitted with Leupold VX1 3-9x40 telescope, open sights to 24" barrel, two panel
chequering to both fore end and grip, Bavarian styled cheek piece. All in mint condition.
.300AAC Blackout Remington Mod 700 AAC-SD Rifle
Accessories includes dies and 100 cases. Nikon 4-16 Monarch scope with BDC reticule
fitted on QD mounts, Heavy profile 17" barrel "5R Tactical 1-7 twist" with Sus Tac
silencer fitted, greyish finish synthetic stock. Very good plus condition.
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R 8500.00

R 7500.00

R 23500.00

R 8500.00

R 19500.00
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G10

.270win Steyr Mannlicher Luxus Rifle
Open sights to 24" barrel, factory QD scope mounts fitted, engraved panels featuring a
red deer stag and wild boar fitted to both sides of action, separate fore end has
Schnabel tip and two panel chequering. Bavarian style stock features tang safety, two
panel chequering, cheek piece and well figured walnut. All in as new condition.

R 45000.00

G11

.303 Lee Enfield Sporting Rifle
Barrel length of 22", Nikon Pro Staff 3-9x scope fitted, fancy walnut wooden stock with
light wood fore end tip and grip cap, two panel chequering to fore end and grip, shadow
line cheek piece and ventilated recoil pad to butt. Excellent condition.

R 4500.00

G12

.303 Lee Enfield Folding Stock Rifle
LM type folding stock with recoil pad, barrel length of 21,5" with muzzle threaded for
suppressor and barrel band type swivel, ten round magazine. "Perfect home defence/
farm protection gun". Very good condition.
No Item
12ga Atis Pump-Action Shotgun
Front sight fitted to 19" barrel, extended magazine tube which is flush with muzzle,
wooden stock, matt black finish to gun. All in very good plus condition.
12ga Winchester Defender Pump-Action Shotgun
Barrel length of 18,5" with full length tubular magazine, wooden stock. Excellent
condition.
7,62x51mm Musgrave Rifle - Cased
Built on Musgrave's RSA 2000 action. Fitted with 6-24x50 AO Leapers mil-dot scope,
adjustable bipod, thumbhole type stock, heavy 26" barrel and three different silencers.
All done in in a tan/green cam finish and supplied in hard rifle case. Excellent condition.

R 2250.00

G13
G14

G15

G16

R 2500.00

R 2750.00

R 12500.00

G17

12ga SKB O/U Shotgun
Boxlock ejector, single selective trigger with 26" ventilated rib barrels. Pistol grip type
stock. Good bores, tight action. Some wear to finish on woodwork, otherwise good.

R 5500.00

G18

12GA Greener GP Shotgun
Single barrel Martini actioned gun with 32" barrel and chequered wrist & fore-end.
Webbing type sling attached. Good plus condition.
12Ga Borchers S/S Shotgun
Boxlock extractor gun with 28" barrels choked full & half. Professionally replaced
Imbuia butt. Good bores tight action. Good overall condition.
12ga Beretta A300 Semi-Auto Shotgun
Barrel length of 27,5" with 3/4 choke. A few light dings and scratches to wood work.
Overall good condition.
12ga Beretta A300 Semi-Auto Shotgun
Barrel length of 27,5" with full choke. Good to good plus condition.
12ga Shadow F1 Semi-Auto Shotgun
Ventilated rib to 29,75" full choke barrel, full scroll laser engraving to sides of action,
well figured walnut stock with slight chip to receiver area. Good to good plus condition.

R 1850.00

G23

.30/06 Browning A-Bolt European Model Rifle
Open sights to 22" barrel, Lynx 4x40 telescope fitted, engraved floor plate and set
trigger to action, tang safety to pistol grip, Schnabel fore end with two panel chequering
to both fore end and grip, Monte Carlo styled stock. Excellent condition.

R 9500.00

G24

12ga Eksen Arms MkA-1919-XN Tactical S/A Shotgun
Semi auto with box magazine, tactical stock adjustable for length of pull, full length
mounted picatinny rail, side cocking lever and extended mag release. Very good
condition. Spare magazines x 6, barrel length of 19,75" and includes multichoke set.

R 9500.00

G19

G20

G21
G22
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R 2000.00

R 4500.00

R 4500.00
R 2500.00
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G25

G26

12ga Saiga-12C EXP-01 Tactical Shotgun
Semi auto shotgun with 19" barrel, side folding stock and eleven round capacity box
magazine & spare magazine. Picatinny rail mounted to top of receiver as well as short
picatinny below gas port. Excellent condition. One of the most sought after tactical
shotguns.
7mm rem mag Ruger M77 Rifle
Custom stock with 4-panel chequering, shadow line cheekpiece, ebony tip and steel
grip cap built by Anthony Reford of Reford & Bressler. Kudu engraving to magazine
floorplate by Armin Winkler. Rifle is fitted with a 30mm Lynx IR, 2,5-10X56 riflescope.
Overall good plus condition.

R 14500.00

R 9500.00

Conditions of Sale
The following Terms and Conditions as amended by any postal notice or verbal announcement
during the sale, constitutes the entire terms and conditions under which the property listed in this
catalogue, is offered for sale by Classic Arms and any consignor for the said property that we act
for.
1) As used herein, the “bid price” shall mean the price at which a lot is knocked down by
the auctioneer, to a purchaser and the term “purchase price” shall mean the aggregate of:
a) The bid price,
b) A PREMIUM PAYABLE BY THE PURCHASER OF 12,5% OF THE BID PRICE, + VAT at
15% thereon (i.e. a total premium of 14.375%)
c) And where specifically stated by the auctioneer VAT at 15% of the bid price. It is recorded
that the consignor has authorised Classic Arms to retain the premium payable on each lot
as part of our remuneration and that the VAT payable on such premium is in addition to
such premium.
2. On the fall of the Hammer the highest bidder will have been deemed to have purchased
the lot being offered and to have:
a) assumed full responsibility and liability for the ownership of that lot in
accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein
b) to undertake to settle the aggregate purchase price within a maximum of seven calendar
days from the date of sale.
In the case of all firearms it is specifically recorded that the purchaser is deemed to have assumed
full liability for ownership and payment in accordance with the terms and conditions contained
herein irrespective of the granting or not of a South African Police Services licence or permit for
possession of the said lot.
All lots requiring licences shall be retained by Classic Arms pending proof of issuance of said
licences
Should a licence for any lot, for any reason whatsoever, be declined, then the purchaser may
require Classic Arms or a registered arms and ammunition dealer of the purchasers choice to
resell such lot on the purchasers behalf. Such sale shall be conducted against
the prevailing terms and conditions of the chosen dealer at time of resale and, irrespective of the
Auction purchase price, at the price determined in agreement with the auction purchaser and the
dealer
It is specifically noted that Classic Arms may in no way be held liable for a shortfall if any, between
the auction purchase price and the resale price.
Under no circumstances shall any lot requiring SAPS licensing be released to any person or body
not duly authorised to be in legal possession of said lot, and unless all monies due have been
settled in full and in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein.
No lots shall be deemed to have been paid for until all monies due have been delivered in cash or
in Bank Cleared funds.
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All purchases may be paid for in cash, by Master Card or VISA, American Express or Diners Club
International, or by cashiers. or Bank Guaranteed Cheque. A further premium of 5% of the
aggregate purchase price including VAT thereon will be levied for all Credit or Charge Card
settlements.
No cashier’s cheque will be deemed to constitute payment until the effects thereof have been
cleared into the Classic Arms Trust Account.
If the foregoing or any other conditions contained herein are not complied with by the purchaser, in
addition to any other remedies available to us and the consignor by law, including but without
limitation to, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the purchase price, then we at our sole
discretion may:
a) cancel the sale, retaining as liquidation costs any amounts paid by the purchaser,
b) resell the property.
3. All payments to be made within 7 days. Property sold at auction and not paid for in full or
collected, within 4 (Four) elapsed Months from the date of the auction, shall be deemed to
be abandoned UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTIFIED.
The auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of the property in any manner he sees fit and recover
reasonable administration and/or storage costs from the disposal of said property and/or the
purchaser.
No subsequent claim arising from such a disposal shall be entertained and the auctioneer may not
be held liable for any losses incurred by either the consignor or purchaser, or any other party, in
this regard either publicly or privately and in such event to hold the purchaser liable for all costs
including our commission and expenses for both sales, all other charges due hereunder, our
attorneys fees and incidental charges.
All fees commissions, bid prices and duties not settled promptly by the purchaser in terms of this
clause 2 shall bear interest at South African Bankers prime lending rate plus 3 percent from the
seventh day following the sale until settlement is received in full.
In the event that a purchaser does not effect collection within four months of the sale date, of any
item purchased, Classic Arms reserves the right to charge a storage fee of ZAR 150-00 per
calendar month or part thereof. Such fee being payable monthly in advance from the first day of
the month within which the four month period shall expire. In the event that the purchaser fails in
his obligation to Classic Arms to pay such fee, Classic Arms, may at its own discretion, resell such
item to recover such fee.
4. We reserve the right to withdraw any property at any time prior to the actual sale of such
property. Unless actually stated by the auctioneer, all lots shall be offered against their catalogued
number and no lot shall be divided for sale.
5. We reserve the right to reject any bid. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall
be deemed to be the final bid price. In the event of any dispute between bidders or, if in the sole
opinion of the auctioneer he doubts the validity of a bid, the auctioneer shall have the sole right to
determine the successful bid or to re-offer the property in dispute for sale. Our sale records shall
be conclusive in any dispute during or after conclusion of the sale.
6. If for any reason beyond our control, including but not limited to, fire, theft, acts of God, or
insurrection, we are prevented from delivering the property to the purchaser, then we will be liable
only for the sum actually paid therefore by the purchaser and shall in no event include payment for
consequential or incidental damages.
Classic Arms accepts no liability for any losses of whatsoever nature caused by any legislative
changes in regard to the possession, by individuals or bodies, of firearms or ammunition.
7. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve (this being the confidential minimum price required by
the consignor) then Classic Arms reserves the right to open the bidding or to bid on the consignor’s
behalf in order to protect such reserve.
Classic Arms shall not bid on the consignor’s behalf above such reserve. IN NO EVENT MAY
A CONSIGNOR BID ON ANY PROPERTY OFFERED FOR SALE BY SAID CONSIGNOR.
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8. All lots are sold “Voetstoets”. ALL STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG OR
IN ANY SALE DOCUMENTATION AS TO THE AUTHENTICITY, VALIDITY, AUTHORSHIP,
PERIOD CULTURE, SOURCE, PROVENANCE, RARITY, CONDITION, IMPORTANCE OR
HISTORICAL VALUE, ARE STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND ARE NOT
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. NOT WARRANTY IS GIVEN AS TO ACCURACY
OF RIFLES OR CLARITY OF OPTICS.
9. If we undertake packaging or handling of any lots on the purchaser’s behalf it is done so
entirely at the purchasers risk. We are not liable for any acts or omissions of carriers or packers
including those recommended by us. Such carriers or packers may carry there own insurance
and any claims for loss or damage should be addressed directly to them.
10. These Conditions of Sale and the respective rights of the purchaser and Classic Arms, are
governed by the laws of South Africa. By bidding at an auction in person, or by agent, order-bid
or telephone or other means, the buyer or bidder agrees to be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
Any dispute controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the breach,
termination or validity thereof, brought by or against Classic Arms (but not including claims
brought against the consignor by the purchaser of the lots consigned hereunder) shall be
resolved by the parties in 10.
These Conditions of Sale, shall bind the successors and assigns of all bidders and purchasers
and inure to the benefit of successors and assigns. No waiver amendment or modification of the
terms hereof (other than posted notices or oral announcements during the sale) shall bind us
unless specifically stated in writing signed by us.
11. Absentee Bids. As a service to those bidders that are unable to attend the actual auction,
we may at our sole discretion accept bids in advance of sale by telephone, or in writing on the
bidding forms provided in the back of the sale catalogue.
Please note that we cannot accept “buy” bids and all bids must clearly state the maximum
(excluding buyers premium and any applicable taxes) bid that the bidder is willing to pay. In the
event that identical absentee bids are received then the first bid received shall take. We accept no
responsibility for not executing an absentee bid for any reason whatsoever.
12. Estimate prices. As a service to our clients, we furnish presale estimates for all lots.
These estimates are intended as a guide to current market value and represent no warranty to
bidder or seller as to the actual price.
Bidding normally begins at 50% of the estimate but the final price may be more or less than the
estimate value.
13. Sale Increments. The following increments apply to all lots bid for. Please note that the
auctioneer will increment the purchase price at these rates and not at any rate bid from the floor.
By bidding, a prospective purchaser acknowledges these increments.
0 - 500
R 50-00 increments
501 - 1999
R 100-00 increments
2,000-4,999
R 250-00 increments
5,000-9,999
R 500-00 increments
10,000-19,999
R 1,000-00 increments
20,000 >
R 2,500-00 increments
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POSTAL BIDDING FORM
To:
Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd)
PO Box 484
River Crescent
1042

Tel: 013 656 2923
Fax:
Email: info@classicarms.co.za

Kindly accept the following bids for Auction No 61 to be held on 4th August 2018

Please complete this form in Block Letters and return by: 16h00 Thursday 2nd August 2018
Lot No: Description:

Limit:
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
I agree to the terms and conditions of sale as may be amended;

Full Name: (Please Print)
ID Number:
Postal Address:
Residential Address:
Tel :
Cell :
Signature :

Fax:
Email:
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